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FOREWORD
'l'he Baragoi area has been examined. during the last few years, by a handful ofprospectors, who have discovered various minerals of interest, including mica, asbestos,Inagnesite. chromite. talc, graphite. beryl and radio-active minerals. Of these only micaand beryl have been worked. and only to a small extent. The area is, however. obvi—ously interesting from the point of view of mineral occurrences, and future prospectingwill gain much assistance from the map presented with this report. Some of theminerals are associated with ultra—basic intrusives and their metamorphic derivatives.and the mapping has shown that the intrusions lie in well—defined zones The mica.beryl and radio-active minerals occur in pegmatites. and are sporadic. The radio—activeminerals containing uranium are usually of the refractory kind, and occur in thepegmatites like plums in a cake and so far have not been seen in large quantities.Radio-active monazite is also present occasionally.
The report gives a detailed account of the structural geology of the area supportedby geometrical analysis of the facts recorded in the field. A knowledge of the structuremay well be of considerable importance. should workable mineral deposits bediscovered.

Nairobi, WILLIAlW PULFREY,l)th July. [958. Chief Geologist.
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ABSTRACT
The report describes an area l.l8‘) square miles in extent in north—central Kenyabounded by the parallels l 30’ N. and 2’ N. and by the meridians 36" 30’ E. and37” E.

Th: greater part of the area is a lightly dissected plain the sub-Miocene surl'ace rat a level (if—1.000 to 5.000 It.. on which are scattered mountain residuals rising tobetween 5.000 and 7,000 ft. To the west the country is dissected and descends to theSuguta valley tc. L400 l‘t.). The north-eastern and south-eastern corners ot‘ the areaare also dissected and in process of being bevelled to form an extension to the endTertiary pcneplain (c. 3.200 It].
Approximately half the area is composed of Easement Swtem rocks which areregionally metamorphosed and partly graniti/cd metaesediments and migmatites. Basicand ultra—basic igneous rocks. granitic stocks and d).l\es and sills formed by graniti/a—lion occur as intrusives into the Basement System.
Resting on thin Miocene sediments in the nestcrn hall of the area is a successionof basalts. tull‘s. phonolites and alkali tracltytes. dipping westwards towards the Sugutafault-trough. which is a part of the Gregory Rift Valley. The volcanic roeks areatl'ected by Pleistocene faulting.
The Basement System rocks are folded about more or less north—south axes. Minorstructures within the major folds are also described.

Several small occurrences of economic minerals are discussed.



GEOLOGY OF THE BARAGO! AREA

l—IN'I‘RODUCTION

General.» For the purpose of this report the Baragoi area is defined as the north—
east quarter of degree sheet 27 (Kenya). bounded by latitudes 1“ 30’ N. and 2‘ N.. and
by longitudes 36“ 30’ E. and 37“ E. It is 1.189 square miles in extent and all but a
small part in the north—west corner (fliurkana District) falls into the Samburu District.
The Sambttru area is administered by the District Commissioner at Maralal, under the
Provincial Commissioner. Rift Valley Province. at Nakuru. The area. however. is
(‘rown Land, and has not been gazetted as a District. and legally forms part of the
Northern Province. For all practical purposes the Samburu area may be regarded as a
Native district, with an established African District Council. Samburu District is a
"closed area" under the Outlying Districts Ordinance. and permission must be obtained
from the District Commissioner before entering it.

The Baragoi area is populated by pastoral Samburu and Turkana. the latter having
migrated in the past from their own district on the west side of the Suguta valley in
search of better grazing. They are permitted to stay by virtue of having been born in
the area or by having entered at some later stage. and are now included on the
Samburu taxrroll. The Samburu occupy the best grazing in the area. the E1 Barta
plains. and have grazing rights as far west as the line Lopct-Nachola-Kowop. The
'liurkana on the other hand are not allowed east of the line marked by the Maralal-
Baragoi road. Baragoi and Kowop.

The climate of the area is generally pleasant on the undulating plains-country
around Baragoi. Towards the west. and in the north-east and south-east corners where
the ground is below 3000 ft. above sea—level. the climate is semi-arid. Rainfall is
conspicuously controlled by the Musei (Ndoto) mountains to the east. It is common—
place to observe long streamers of clouds passing across the area from the peaks of
the Musei range (c. 8000 ft.). During rainy seasons this phenomenon is accentuated
and there is a belt of comparatively high rainfall extending from Lesirikan across to
Baragoi. Grass, and to a lesser extent thorn trees. flourish in this belt whereas only a
few miles to the north or south and at the same altitude the country is drier. The rain-
fall ligures for Baragoi given below are. therefore, not typical of the area as a whole.

Ruin/all a! Burugui

(From the published records of the East African Meteorological Departma
I954~2111 inches
1955#20.34 inches

Average for 16 yearsril‘).63 inches

Baragoi is the only township in the area, and consists of some dozen shops owned
principally by Somali traders. A District Clerk controls a few Tribal and Grazing
Guards; there is a small Kenya Police post and a Game Rangers post. Recent develop-
ments include the establishment of a Roman Catholic Mission with an associated boys‘
school and a hospital erected by the African District Council.

The geological survey was carried out between June and December. 1955, and the
information in this report refers to conditions as they were during that period.

Cnmninnit-aliensll motor roads and tracks are shown on the geological map
(at end). The principal road is that from Maralal to Baragoi. which is maintained in
fair condition. The other tracks in the area. including the Baragoi~South Horr road. are
usually rough and motorable with dillieulty. Crossings of rivers are unmade and
travellers may need to do some spade-work to allow passage. All parts of the eastern
half of the area are easily accessible on foot or from a vehicle, In the western half,
however, the country is rugged and broken and camel or donkey safaris provide the
only means of access.
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Mup.s.—The topography of the map (the area of which corresponds with sheet
No. 65 of the Directorate of Colonial Surveys) was compiled from air photographs
and controlled by plane-table survey based on a number of fixed points. Altitudes were
determined by aneroid barometer and are generally accurate to within 20f ft.. except
in the western third of the area. where the accuracy is generally within 75f ft. The
form-lines are based on these altitude observations and give an outline of the topo-
graphy.

Place names have been added to previously unnamed features, and existing names
have been corrected where possible. Most features in the central part of the area have
both Samburu and Turkana names. but since both are usually understood locally, there
is no need to distinguish between names in the two languages. Features often have
graphic names, and are commonly named by association with some event in the past.
the names being applied to rivers or hills near the locality of the event. Some examples
are :

-

01 Doinro Luwaruk : The hill of many hyenas.
Suit Ollmym .. ,, The stone (hill) 01' the elders.
Soil Nyt'ro .. . . z The dark stone (hill).
Ayr'na Allll'kfln _. : The river of Turkana (a Turkana).
0/ Dori/rm Nakwawi : Nakwawi‘s hill.
Echuu [from ., ; The spring of the elephant.
Ngumu Mala .. .—- The pass of the Kudu.
Aka Aifcpm‘lz .. ; The place where the grey cow was found.
Nouyuml .. .. .— The long climb (the place of).

Previous Geologirrtl Work—It is probable that von Hohnel was the first European
to pass through the area, in early 1888. together with Count Teleki (von Hohnel, 1938,
p. 22)*. Rosiwal (1891) described the rock specimens collected by the expedition. but it
seems that no rocks were collected from the Baragoi area.

H. S. H. Cavendish travelled along the Suguta valley with H. Andrew on their
return from Lake Rudolf in 1897. and described the saline swamps at the north end of
the Suguta river (Cavendish. 1898. p. 3‘13).

The last of the early explorers who passed through the area en route to or from
Lake Rudolf was C. H. StigandT.

The lil Barta plains and the North Marti plateau (Lopet plateau) are mentioned
brielly by Dix-e}; (1948. pp. 14. 16). who ascribed the plains to mid~Tertiary peneplana—
lion. R. M. Shackleton (19%). while mapping the N;tn_\*uki»lylaralal area to the south.
visited the Baragoi area and described an altered quart; porphyry east of Lamerok. a
rock which apparently occurs as a dyke in the Basement System (op. ('ir.. p. 18,). He
also referred to metagabbro. amphibolites. talc and tremolite rocks in the Baragoi
vicinity (up. ('17.. pp. NCO). Shackleton noted the continuation of basalts forming the
lowest part of the Tertiary volcanic sequence northwards into the Baragoi area. and
called it the Samburu Series after the name of the hills in the west of the area as shown
on the military map (ll/kl". No. lioh’. Maralal N.W.). A Kapiti-type phonolitc was
found on the summit of Lamet‘ok hill (up, ((1.. p. 34) and he regarded the basalt
outliers west of Baragoi as belonging to the laikipian basalts (up. ('17.. p. 39).

Late in 1954 l. M. Bear (a government geologist) and D. Hobden (a government
prospector) carried out surveys of asbestos. mica. copper. chromite and radio-active
mineral occurrences in the area.

References are given on pages 71-74.
'1' C. H. Stigand. 1910. To Abyssinia through an unknown land. An account 01’ a journey through

unewloted regions of l‘liitixh East Africa by lake Rudolf to the Kingdom of Menclon.
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Il-PHYSIOGRAPHY

1. Areas of Distinctive Physiograplly

(I) Tur; EL BARTA PLAINS (THE UPPER BARAGOI RtvLa DRAlNAGF, AREA)
The gently undulating plains in the cast-central part of the area are bounded to the

east by the western slopes of the Musei mountains (Plate 1. fig. It and pass westwards.
northwards and southwards into lower lying. more dissected country. They occur at a
level of between 4.000 and 4.700 t‘t.. and a few well marked “inselbergs” such as
Koitokol, Ngoriehe. Lamerok and the Kow'op hills rise above them. The surface of
the plains is gently undulating and almost completely free of trees of any kind. The
shallow valleys are partly tilled by loess—like soil derived from the adjacent slopes by
mild sheet erosion.

t2) THF Mun-w AND LUERH tL.-\NA.\'A~M.-\sr.c.E'rA) DRAINAGE AREAs
North-east and southeast of the lil Barta plains eastwarddraining river systems

have partly dissected the plain. more etl‘eetively in the north-east than in the south—east.
The Kileshw'ax‘iachati river system has incised into the plain. with the isolation of the
Lolcnyok ridge and the capture of some of the headstreams of the Baragoi river. Inthis area the rivers are graded to a base-level of 3.200 ft.. this being the level of the
sandy alluvial plain occurring in the north-east corner of the area.

(3) Tut: \"orrANir AurA IN THE Wizsr
The physiography of the volcanic area is controlled primarily by its structure and.

to a lesser extent. by the variable resistance to erosion of the rocks of which it is com—
posed. Horizontal or gently dipping “plateau" phonolites and basalts occur forming
the Lopet. Tirr Tirr and Emuru Akirim plateaux. Between these relatively resistant
plateaux the volcanics are extensively dissected by the west-flowing drainage into the
low-lying Suguta valley. The degree of dissection is particularly marked on the olivine
and augite basalts between the ’l'irr Tirr plateau and the Baragoi river. and increasesperceptibly towards the west. As can be realized from Fig. l the drainage on these
basalts is cmtspicuously controlled by meridional faulting. and tilting of the fault-blocks
to the west. This also applies to a lesser extent to the Nanganyamonyen river system
and the western edge of the Tirr Tirr plateau. 'l he intensity of dissection in these areas
is due largely to the climate. which is almost arid. and to the moderately steep gradient
into the Suguta valley. which enclosed trough-like valley is the recipient of most of the
drainage from the [El Barta plains. which are approximately 3.000 ft. higher in altitude.

The Nagoriagwen basin is essentially an erosional “windmv” exposing the Base
ment System beneath the volcanic rocks in the crest of the “Samburu monoclinc"
(Shackleton. 1910. p. 40!. the fle\t1re that has resulted in the westward dip of much of
the lava succession.

The Suguta valley. only a small part of which falls in the present area. lies at an
altitude of approximately l.350—l.300 ft. above sea~lcxel. i.e. at much the same level as
lake Rudolf further to the north. The \alley is tectonic in origin. being bounded on
both sides by youthful fault escarpmcnts. and t‘toored b_\ red clays and boulder and
gravel fans. These superficial deposits overlie a great thickness of lacustrine and
tluviatile deposits. for the whole valley was originally a part of Lake Rudolf. as is
evidenced b_\ the prescnee of a flight of beach terraces on a number of ash cones just
west of Kanganya. 'l he floor of the valley is frequently tlooded in rainy seasons. for it
is the recipient of the drainage of a considerable area. extending south of Lake Baringo
and including the Kamasia hills and the flank of the Rift Valley around Eldama Ravine
and Molo. The floor of the valley is occupied by the meandering. braided Suguta river.
which ends its course in the shallow swampy lake Nakula north~wcst of the area
mapped
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Fig. l—l)rainage patterns in the llaragoi area

2. Physiugraphie Evolution of the Area
Immediately east of the area is the Musei massif, which is part of a long chain of

mountains extending from near tsioln through Uaraguess. the Matthews range and theMusei ranges to Nyiro mountain and the ()l Doinyn Mara massif. Nyiro, immediately
north of the map—areal reaches a height of nearly 9000 ft. and the rest of the chain
reaches heights of between 7.500 and 8.500 ft.. there being a well marked tendency for
summit levels to decrease to the south‘south-east (ef. Shackleton. I940. pp. 44—45; Dixey.1948‘ pp. 1243 and Fig. I). These summit levels are regarded as representing anancient erosion surl‘aee named the Cretaceous peneplain by Shackleton and the 7.200—
7500 ft. peneplain by Dixey. The surface is not represented in the present area. but
the highlands that enclose it on two sides must have had a powerful influence on its
physiographie evolution. They formed a barrier which, in retarding the dissection of the
sub-Miocene pcneplain. as represented by the El Barta plains. helped to preserve this
surface to the present day.
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The sub-Miocene peneplain stands at an elevation of 4.50t)—4,600 ft. east of Baragoi
but can be traced westwards to successively lower levels till it passes beneath the
volcanic rocks. The westward slope of the surface is scarcely perceptible in the centre
of: the area but is marked in Nakefenda, l2 miles north-west of Baragoi, where the
moderately dissected country has hills all terminating at an even summit level, a level
that slopes westwards at approximately 9 degrees.

At the time of the onset of the Tertiary vulcanicity, which probably began in the
Miocene, the sub-Miocene peneplain was a moderately smooth surface. with peneplain
gravels and fluviatile sands and grits in its hollows. It is not known what the form of:
the drainage was at the time, but it is likely that it was towards the north or north-west.
Following the first eruptions of. basalts and tull's—the volcanic rocks of the Samburu
Series islight westward tilting began and probably continued throughout the eruption of
the Rumuruti phonolites and the later porphyritic olivine and augite basalts. There was
then a pause in the vulcanicity, and depression of the area now occupied by the Suguta
valley resulted in a marked increase in the westward tilt of the volcanic rocks. After a
little erosion had taken place, a renewed outburst of vulcanicity formed the Tirr Tirr
Series. a group of lavas extending as far north—cast as the west faces of Kowop and
Nyiro mountains. This vulcanicity was followed by further tilting, this time with a
more northerly component. and was accompanied by normal faulting downthrowing
to the east. breaking the western part of the volcanic area into narrow tilted fault-
blocks. The faulting was soon followed by trough faulting along the Suguta. giving rise
to its deep narrow valley, and which must have initiated the period of Vigorous con—
sequent drainage and erosion that is seen in process at the present day.

While these events were taking place in the western part of the area the head—
waters ot‘ the fast—[lowing Muran and Lgerei rivers were breaking through the Oi Doinyo
Mara—Musei-Matthews range mountain barric‘ and dissection of the El Barta plains
began. 01‘ the two river systems the Muran appears to be the more vigorous and has
given rise to a flat sandy plain in the north—east corner of the area, a plain which is
considered to be a part of the great end-Tertiary peneplain of Northern Province (cf.
Shackleton. 1946. p. £16; Dixey, 1948, pp. 12-18).

Ill—«5U MM A RY ()li GEOLOG Y
The greater part of the area is covered by Precambrian metamorphosed sedimentary

and igneous rocks, and by migmatitcs and granitic intrusives derived from the meta«
morphic rocks by granitization. The metasediments include marbles, quartzites. quartzo-
felspathic granulites. biotitc gneisses and granitoid biotite gneisses. Igneous rocks are
especially common and were emplaced or extruded among the metasedimcnts and
became involved in the regional metamorphism and localized granitization that affected
all the Precambrian rocks. They include altered ultra-basic igneous rocks such as
serpentinites and trcmolite~anthophyllite sills with magnesite veins and chromite segrega-
tions. basic igneous rocks now represented by amphibolites and plagioclase amphibolites,
l'oliated stratiform and stock—like granites. and aplite and pcgmatite veins regarded as
derived from the metamorphic complex by granitixation. Migmatitic varieties are wide-
spread adjacent to the mobilized granites. The whole complex has been involved in
deformation, recrystallization and folding approximately contemporaneous with the
regional metamorphism and granitization.

Resting on the Precambrian metamorphic complex with unconformity are Tertiary
and Quaternary volcanic rocks and lake and fluviatile sediments associated with the
Rift Valley. which is represented here by the Suguta valley. The volcanic rocks. which
include porphyritic basalts. olivine and augite basalts mils. agglomerates and phonolites
thin towards the east. and are involved in a fiexure which gives them a westward dip
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tovard the Suguta valley of up to 30 degrees. Overlying the tilted volcanics with an-
conformity is the Tirr Tirr Series. composed of basalts and trachytes. The whole
of the volcanic sequence in the Western part of the area is affected by Pleistocene
faulting which was also responsible for the formation of the Suguta fault~trough.

late Pleistocene basalts occur as thin sheets on the sub-Miocene erosion surface
west of Baragoi and form two stocks in the Lanana valley. The lake beds and tiuviatile
terraces in and adjacent to the Suguta valley were also formed during the Pleistocene,
and are regarded as the beds laid down when the Suguta valley was the site of an
extensive lake. which has since almost completely dried up.

The geological history of the area is summarized in the following tabulation:—-
Recent . . f Lava in Suguta valley.

1 Drying up of the Stigma Iii/re.

{Lake and fluviatile beds of Lake Suguta
Pleistocene J. Olivine basalts.

Fun/ling. erosion. formation rtug'H/u ri/i.
LTirr Tirr Series (basalts and trachytcs).

li l’xltrunl filling and .r/ig/II erosion.
Pliocene . . Olivine and augite basalts (Laikipian basalts '.’).

lake and lluviatile sediments.

Rumuruti phonolites.
Miocene . . Porphyritic basalts (Samburu Series).

Sub-volcanic sediments.
LFurmaliun of .\‘nl)—.vllio('mlc erosion surf/2101'.

Long period Ufl'C/It’lllt’ll erosion and lip/1ft.

[Cranium/ion. Iii/(line. intrusion ofs‘ynte’t'fic granites.
Precambrian Intrusion of basic and u/rru-lmsic' bodies.

Basement System (and basic extrusives).

I \"—l)!i'l‘i\ I LS OF G BOLOG Y

l. The Precambrian Rocks

(I) (ii Nina, (’owihrnuiims

the oldest fucks in the area are the gneissose and schistose metamorphics out—
cropping in its eastern half. and are similar to the Basement System rocks of medium
grade 0. regional metamorphism that have been described from many parts of Kenya.
The metamorphic complex of the Baragoi area is composed of rocks of several ages,
that is sediments. pre-metamorphic basic intrusives and largely post-metamorphic
syntactic granites with associated aplitcs and pegmatites. and there is no evidence to
suggest the ages ol‘ the sedimentary. basic intrusive and metamorphic—teetonic—synteciic
events. 'lherc is sound evidence. houever. that regional metomorphism. folding and
granitization \xerc overlapping concurrent events. and that the sequence was as
folltms: ,

(ll Sedimentation. probably accompanied by the extrusion of basic volcanic rocks.
(ll Intrusion of basic and ultrarbasic igneous masses.

(3) Regional metamorphism. deformation. folding and graniti/ation. immediately
followed by

(4) Intrusion of svntectic granites together with aplites and pegmatites.
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In the present report it is proposed to include only the metasediments and migma-
tItes derived from them in the Basement System. as opposed to previous practice. which
has been to include all of the rocks of the metamorphic complex. whatever their age
and origin. in the System (cf. Sanders. 1954. pp. 7—8).

The age of the Basement System and of the lure-metamorphic and syntcctic episodes
is unknown. The most that can be concluded with certainty from a consideration of the
geology of East Africa is that it is pre—Bukoban and pre-Karroo in age. but it is likely
that it is also prc-Nyanzian. Recent work (quoted by Holmes and Cahen. 1956. pp. 12-
15) indicates that pegmatites emplaced in the Basement System in parts of south-central
Kenya have absolute ages of about 480 million years. It is agreed, however. that this
young age cannot be that of the Basement System (0]). (~I'r.. p. 36). but that the meta»
sediments are older. For this reason the Basement System and the intrusive episodes
associated with it are regarded as Precambrian in age.

(2') THE BASEMENT SYSTEM
The rocks of the Basement System comprise marbles. quartzites. quaI‘tZo—felspathic

granulites. mica gneisses. granitoid gneisses. augen gneisses. hornblende—biotite and
hornblende-garnet gncisses. graphitic schists and various migmatites.

A generalized succession across the northern part of the area together with thick—
nesses of the major units is given below. The thickness of the beds varies widely. as
indeed does the composition. where the metamorphic rocks are involved in zones of
granitization.

Approx.
thickness

(t‘cct)
Gneissose granite (Sartim) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.000
Hornblende Inigmatites 400* 600
Plagioelase amphib )lites with amphibolite and altered ultra-basic sills 400075.000
Granitoid gneisscs .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.0004500
Biotite magmatites . . 1.000
Plagioelasc amphibolites (with amphibolitcs and muscovite-biotite gneisses

locally) .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.000
Biotite gneisses .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 800
H01 nblende migmatites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |.800
Biotite migmatites . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. 3.000

(a) I’t/Iurb/m‘.—A zone of marbles occurs between Tangar and Nderentei on the
El Barta plains. The rocks do not outcrop well and cannot be followed far along the
strike. Most of the marbles of this zone have small scattered graphite flakes and are
massive. pale greyish blue coarse-grained rocks of dolomitic appearance. A continuation
of the marble zone occurs five miles further south. west of the Barcnyiro ridge. where
one of the Iimestones contains lenses of pegmatite surrounded by soft pale green
sheaths of tremolite and talc. Disconnected lenses of graphitic marble occur approxi—
mately one mile south-east of Baragoi.

Marbles without graphite are seen near the Western contact of the Butabut granitoid
gneiss: one and a half miles south of Naligwei; and west and north—west of Nachola
hill. Further exposures were found on the south-west ridge of Gurika mountain on the
east side of the area and also in the Kileshwa valley further north, where two or more
marbles occur associated with quartzites and graphite in the Gurika and Kileshwa folds.
and a marble occurs among the granitizcd rocks in the Nakefenda vicinity.

Cale-silicate rocks are scarce. A thin strongly folded bed of garnet-hornblende-
calcite rock occurs two and a half miles south—west of Barenyiro. A further distinctive
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occurrence is on a low hill crossed by the motor—track two and a half miles east-south-
east of lldebessare pan The rocks here are violently contorted quartz-rich hornblende
and garnet-bearing marbles. the quartz occurring as discrete granulitic lenses weather-

ing into upstanding ribs on the rock surface. A similar rock occurs among hornblende
migmatitcs one mile north-west of Morilem.

A specimen of the more calacareous part of the rock east of lldebcssare was
collected (27/245)*. It is a pinkish grey marble with ill-defined streaks of minute
granules of garnet and epidote in a quartzose calcite matrix carrying sparse graphite

flakes. Crystals and aggregates of a brown mica are also present, as well as granules
of green amphibolc.

(b) QMarianas—JI‘hc principal quartzite occurrences are about the nose of the
Atagirion anticline north of Nachola. The rocks outcrop well but occur as sporadic
lenticular bodies which are distinctive in having a deep grey-brown colour. coarse
inequigranular texture and no semblance of bedding. A specimen of the main quartzite
outcrop (27/230) from two miles north of the lower Kolowaton river shows interlocking
quartz grains ranging from i; millimetre to 7 millimetres in size. There are rare but
large felspar grains and all the minerals are speckled with fine magnetite. which gives
the rock its distinctive colour.

Similar quartzites outcrop on either side of the low ridge south-west of Nagiss.
The quartzitcs here are lighter in colour and exhibit a strong lineation picked out by
crenulations on iron-stained foliation surfaces.

Occurring in the nose of the Gurika and Kilcshwa folds north of Lesirikan is a
distinctive quartzite. In the Kileshwa river it is a flaggy. locally fissile rock, light in
colour and with a prominent lineation. to thin section (specimen 27,1’268) the rock is

seen to be a felspathic granitized quartzite with narrow bands of dill'ering grain size.
The bands are alternately quartz-rich and quartz-poor and show signs of preferred

orientation of the optic axes of the quartz grains. The quartz grains of the quartz-poor

bands “float" as rounded isolated grains in an enveloping felspathic matrix forming a
"net-texture” that is characteristic of granitized quartzose rocks. Orientated flakes of

biotite and altered mica define some bands. The rock shows clear evidence of deforma-
tion, but apart from orientation in the fabric and the presence of optic strain, the light~
coloured mineral shows no effects of deformation. The granitization must therefore

have taken place after the rock was deformed and must have been accompanied by a
certain amount of recrystallization.

Small quartzite beds are widespread among the hornblendic gneisses and frequently

show structures resembling autolwrceciation. In a few cases exposures suiliced to prove
that some of these quartzites have developed from zoned pegmatites or quartz veins by

shearing. This origin is not proved for all these bodies. and some of the more even-
grained types may be of sedimentary origin.

A pyritiferous quartzite occurs close to the hornblende—epidote rocks below Kisima
ridge. three miles south-west of Baragoi. ln thin section (specimen 27/191) the rock is

seen to contain 30 per cent of oligoclase occurring as interstitial material, partly envelop-
ing inequigranular quartz grains. Rounded pyrite grains are common and sparse

muscovite [lakes and small epidote crystals were observed.

A yellowish brown quartzite with well marked granulitic texture occurs in the

gorge immediately north of the Aycna Etuthuru plateau.

(t-l a-Iw-fc/xpmlzic G)‘(Il!ll]l'{c.\'.-"The term granulite is used here as a textural
term to denote scdin'ientary quartzo-fclspathic rocks “poor or lacking in mica and with

*Numbers prefixed by 27/ refer to specimens in the collection of the Mines and Geological
Department.
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flat lenticles of elongated quart7. grains" (Turner. I948, p. 205). Such rocks are not
widespread in the Baragoi area and can easily be confused with orthogneisses of similar
appearance and texture developed by the deformation of quartz—rich aplite dykes and
sills. The sedimentary granulites can usually be identified by their more conspicuous
and regular foliation, and by their concordance with the surrounding gneisses.

The quartzo-felspathic granulitcs are characterized by moderate to tine—grain size,
and often have a reddish or yellowish brown colouration. Mieas are sparse and other
ferromagnesian minerals are frequently lacking. The only planar elements in the rock
fabric are usually the flat lenses of “granulitic quartz“. A typical example of these
rocks occurs on a low ridge immediately south of Nagiss. about seven miles south of
Baragoi. The rock (specimen 27/205) is foliated and contains irregular lenses of quartz
grains averaging five millimetres in length and one millimetre in thickness. Oligoclase
occurs only in the granular matrix between the quartzose lenses, together with
muscovite. The quartz lenses are greatly elongated in the direction of the lineation (1))
and the orientation of the muscovite flakes suggests that the fabric has been produced
by simultaneous slip on two surfaces intersecting in b. A somewhat similar rock, but
without such well developed granulitic texture, occurs as a wide zone in the Ayena
Etuthuru valley west of the Lopet plateau. This rock (specimen 27/337) has minute
flakes of biotite. shows replacement textures. and can be described as transitional to
the granulitie biotite gneisses.

Between the Lanana river and Kangura. and extending north-westwards towards
'l‘ipaku. are numerous problematieal quartzo—t‘elspathic rocks. Some are granulitic and
flaggy. particularly those in the small anticline near the Lanana river, while others
towards Kangura have sporadic t'clspar augen and seem to grade into aplitic and
pegmatic types. Many could be equally as well described as sheared pegmatites or
aplites as granitized quartzo-felspathic paragneisses. On the grounds of their flaggy
outcrop and the occurrence of a little biotite. the granulites ot‘ the Lanana fold are.
however. tentatively regarded as metasediments. Typical of these rocks is specimen
27/244, from 4757 miles south-east of Laregel. which has elongated large quartz grains.
smaller aggregates of sodie plagioelase, a little mierocline, sparse micas and rare garnets.

The rcddish—brown—wcathering granulites in particular are identical with those fully
described by Shackleton (1946, pp. 11-12) from the area north of the Karissia hills.

(d) Biotite Gncisxres. Biotite gncisses are not widespread in the present area, but
occur in several isolated occurrences. The main outcrops occur along the Kangetet
river south of Emuru Etuku. in the core of the Kowop antieline, forming the nose of
the Butabut anticline. and on the long ridge south of the Lanana river. In addition
there are numerous thin localized bands of biotite gneiss. found usually associated with
hornblende-biotite gneisses or granitoid gneisses. Among the hornblemle—biotite gneisses
of the Kolowaton river section. and in the migmatitic rocks of the Loburr and Lanana
rivers and on the lldcbessare ridge biotite gneisses sometimes containing garnet are
seen to have developed by graniti/ation and shear. These transformations are described
i;:- the section dealing with the hornblende migmatites ol' the Loburr river, where the
process is Well seen (p. l4).

The biotite gneisses are also commonly associated with granitoid gneisses; the
distinction between them made by the writer being mainly of grain size and mierocline
content. The granitoid gneisses have a granular texture. and a poor gneissosity is
imparted by isolated biotite flakes: they characteristically outcrop as rather massive
rounded boulders. The biotite gneisses on the other hand are well l'oliated, frequently
flaggy. and are rather darker more tine-grained rocks. Under the microscope textures
in the two types are frequently seen to be similar and comparable rocks have been
described as "psammitie gneisses and granulites” (Schoeman. I948. p. 22; Bear. 1952.
p. 12).
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A typical biotite gnciss is specimen 27/ W3 from the river two miles south-east of
Ngoriche. The rock is medium- to finc»grained and well foliated with diffuse quartzo-
felspathic lenticles with biotitic folia. Quartz is more plentiful than felspars. which
consist of irregular oligoclasc (AnI 1) and small interstitial microcline grains. The micro-
eline is seen to be replacive against quartz and plagioelase. Biotite occurs plentifully as
ragged brown strongly pleochroic flakes together with less abundant muscovite. epidote
and rare garnet.

Specimen 27.1255. from 1% miles north—west of Morilem. i.e. on the east side of the
hornblende migmatite outcrop southeast of Ildebessare. is representative of biotite
gneisses that seem to have developed from hornblende rocks as a result of felspathiza-
tion and associated metasomatie changes. Sodic plagioclase dominates in the slice and
microcline is rare. Plentil'ul brown biotite is associated with euhcdral cpidote and
zoisite, occasional hornblende and rare garnet. Occasional quartz—plagioclase myrmckitic
intergrowths occur interstitially.

An example of a leucocratic biotite gneiss occurring among granitoid gneisses was
seen on the summit of Gurika mountain. The rock (Specimen 271260) is traversed by
pink granite—like veins with ditl'use margins. In thin section microelinc is seen to
dominate over quartz and sodic plagioclase. Biotite is common and of much coarser
grain size than in the specimen already described. while muscovitc is rare. Well marked
replacement textures are present (see p. IS).

Biotite gneisses with notable amounts of garnet are rare. and occur usually in
association with thin bands of biotite gneiss in granitized hornblendic rocks. Such
rocks as were seen are essentially similar to the garnetiferous paragneisses described by
Shackleton (1946. p. 10). and have the textures and composition of the normal biotite
gneisscs, with garnet and rarely a little hornblende in addition. An example is specimen
27/284, a mesotype strongly foliatcd and lineated rock from the centre of the Kowop
mass. it occurs among muscovite-biotite gneisses and schists. In thin section the tex-
tures are seen to be cataclasticiangular inequigranular quartz occupies much of the
slice. Garncts occur as elongated aggregates of grains altering to biotite. Deeply-
coloured biotite occurs as irregular flakes between quartz and plagioclase grains and
is also intergrown with muscovite. which occurs as large poeeiloblastic plates.

(0) Grunimid Gneis‘sasiThe granitoid gneisses are believed to be granitized sedi—
mentary rocks. and can usually be distinguished from foliated granites. There is. how-
ever. a close resemblance between the gneissose granites and the granitoid gneisses.
and it seems likely that the one type grades into the other locally. The granitoid gneisses
are generally faintly foliated and can be seen to occur as conformable beds. They are
not surrounded by zones of migmatites as the gneissic granites often are. The features
distinctive of the gneissic granites are described below (p. 29).

The most important outcrops of granitoid gneisses are on the Leroi-Gurika-Luwa
Lakairap ridge. in the Kowop mass and at Butabut. The Uass Aibarr granitoid gneiss
is similar to that of Gurika. These rocks form ridges and isolated hills as is character-
istic wherever such rocks occur in the Basement System throughout Kenya. Their
resistance to erosion is due to their poorly l'oliated. massive nature.

The granitoid gneisses are generally bull to pale yellowish brown in colour. of
medium grain size. and contain rather sparse small well-orientated flakes of biotite.
Occasionally lenticles of “granulitic” quartz occur and magnetite in process of oxidiza-
tion to martitc are so common as to be diagnostic of the granitoid para—gncisses.
Identical rocks have been described from many areas in Kenya. for example as quartz-
felspar para—granulitcs from Kitui (Sanders. 1954. p. 19). Schoeman (1951. pp. 11-16)
gave a full description of “migmatites”. the leucocratic portions of which have the
same composition and textures as the granitoid gneisses of the present area.
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The essential minerals of the granitoid gneisses are microeline. oligoelase, quartz,
biotite and iron oxides. Rarely museovite is found in small quantities. The texturesare inequigranular and xenomorphic. Mierocline is clearly late in crystallization andcharacteristically replaces plagioelase and quartz. Representative specimens are 27/279and 27/352. front the north and south ends of the Kowop ridge. Specimen 27/352 issparsely garnetil‘erous.

Whereas the Kowop. (jlll‘lhil and how Lakairap granitoid gneisses are stratit‘ormbodies apparently resulting from the {elspathization of arcnaceous sediments, the smallgranitoid gneiss outcrop three miles west of Ngoriche shows contrasting features. ltsoutcrop is sub-circular and it does not form part of a stratigraphical formation. Thehornblende-biotite gncisses that CnClOSC it on three sides have a quaquavrsal dip awayfrom the body. which is well t'oliated at its margins but coarser-grained and granite-like
in the centre. These observations might suggest that the granitoid gneiss is a deformedgranite dome. possibly associated with the granitization phenomena and granite (lykesoccurring in the Kolowalon river immediately to the north. Unfortunately exposure onthe plain hereabouts is poor, and the only evidence can be gained from one or twostream sections. The dissimilarity between the granite dykcs of the Kolowaton riversection and the granite gneiss in question and the lack of granitization phenomena atits margins on the south—east and south—west sides militate against the View that it is
intrusive in origin. The hornblendeAbiotite gncisses enveloping the gneiss are. however.intensely deformed and have developed secondary foliation. complex slip—folds and
sheanzones. and it is possible that evidence of the intrusiyc nature of the granitoidgneiss has been obliterated by deformation.

(f) Angeli (Inc/saws: err/\ugen gneisses occur as a discontinuous zone along thewestern margin of the Gurika-Soit Nyiro granitoid gneisses. 'lhcy are more biotiticthan the adjacent granitoid gneisses and contain felspar (ii/gen up to one and a halfinches long. lioliation is pronounced and the rocks have slabby outcrops. Immediatelysouth—east of Lcsirilxan the :tugen are well-formed prisms of microcline. but generallythe porphyroblastic felspar occurs as granular aggregates in the form of elongatedflattened spheroids.

A conspicuous feature of the rune is the occurrence of areas of pegmzttitic rockspoor in hiotite. North of Soit Nyiro. on the summit ol' (further. on the south-east slopeof Adawachckc hill and at lesirikan. pegmatites nith ditl‘use contacts occur in theaugcn gneisscs. The pegmatitie areas are irregular. and appear to grade imperceptiblyinto the gneisses. as can be well seen in the excellent exposures near the wells atLesirikan. Outside the Lesiriltan—Soit Nyiro Zone other localized occurrences of pegma-titcs and augen gneisess can (then be seen to be due to the deformation of pcgmatitcsby intensive shearing. leading to the breakdown of quartz into line granular streaks. thepotash t'elspars tending to remain as ellipsoidal augeu. .r\n intermediate stage in thedeformation is the production ot' pegmalitc breccia.
The augen gneisscs have textures similar to those of the granitoid gneisses. theaugen being composed usually of granular microcline aggregates. Specimen 27'35l.from the river-bed immediately west of Suit Nyiro. shows fractured quart/ and sod:~plagioclase in process of replacement by microcline. Biotite occurs closely associatedwith minor amounts of granular epidote.
Other augcn gneisses occur in the Lopurr river section. among the hornblendicmigmatites. They are described under hornblende migmatites (p. 13).
(g) Illusmvire-biotife gneisses and nmscm‘itc gncisscx.~The only important out—crop of these rocks is in the Kowop hills. A zone of muscovite-biotite gneisses. occa-sionally with garnet. and muscovite schists with thin concordant pegmatites form thewestern side of the Kowop ridge, and extend along the vestern limb of the Kowopanticline.
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Distinctive muscovite gneisses occur in two narrow bands among the hornblende
migmatites 2; miles north-west of Sartim hill. Specimen 27/275 from this locality is

pale reddish brown in colour and full of parallel plates of muscovite up to o
millimetres in diameter. in thin section quartz. and sodic plagioelase occur in equal
amounts to form a xenomorphic-granular matrix. Poeeilitie muscovite plates are plenti-
ful. and garnet crystals are not uncommon. The reddish colouration of the rock is due

to hematite dust. usually at and near the margins of the quartz and plagioclase grains.
Rounded patches of replacive opal are common.

(It) Hornblende-binary (Incisive—The hornblende—biotite gneisses are differentiated
for purposes of description from the inter—banded hornblende and biotitc gneisses.
Many honblende-biotite gneisses occur among the hornblende migmatites in the form

of narrow beds and as transitional rocks among the migmatites, but the hornblende-

biotite gneisses described below are larger more or less homogeneous bodies in which
hornblende and biotite occur together.

The principal occurrences of hornblende~biotitc gncisses are north—east and north-
west of Soil Olbayen in the limbs of the Soit Olbayen syncline. and at the nose of the
Butabut anticline where they are cut through by the upper Kolowaton river. in the

Lebanyuki valley south—west of Ngoriche. and in the lower Kolowaton valley north
west of Soitoniron hill. The gneisscs are often friable. mesotype well—foliated rocks.
containing thin beds of biotitc gneiss and zones richer in hornblende They are, how-

ever, generally more uniform in appearance than other occurrences of these rocks.
Darker beds without mica are invariably plagioclase amphibolites and. in fact. the

hornblende-biotite gncisses are essentially lighter—coloured. slightly more [elspathic
biotite-bearing plagioclase amphibolites. A specimen from immediately south of Soit

Olbayen is typical of the hornblende—biotite gneisses. although it does not occur in one

of the larger outcrops. The rock (specimen 27i’20‘9) is medium grey in colour and well

foliated. with scattered sieved porphyroblastic hornblende crystals. ln thin section it is

found to be composed of highly sutured inequigranular quartz grains with optical
strain shadows. set in a granular matrix of angular quartz. and oligoclase grains. Small

flakes of biotite are scattered throughout the rock. and irregular small grains of horn—

blende occur also. while epidote is scantily represented One small microcline crystal

was seen.

The origin of these rocks is in some doubt. lt seems likely that they have developed

from plagioelase amphibolites. since these occur as thin beds throughout the outcrops.
On the other hand the gneisses seem generally to be free of epidote. a characteristic

mineral in the plagioclase amphibolites. Bear (1952. pp. 13-1-1) described comparable

rocks from the area south—east of Embu and considered that they may be derived from
basic meta—intrusives tplagioclase amphibolitcs) by soda metasomatism.

ti) Horn/)Il’ll(lt’-R(Il‘ll(’l Grzvi.r.s't-.\-.7(jarnctil'erous hornblende gneisses occur mainly

east of Baragoi. and are best exposed in the small river one mile south-west of the
township, The exposures are somewhat scattered and the boundaries drawn on the
map are tentative. The rocks in the river section are interbedded with thin granulitic
biotite gncisses and are strongly contorted. Biotite-garnet gneisses occur also. and all

the rocks have a moderate amount of pegmatite in narrow ditl'use streaks.

Several exposures of garnctit‘crous rocks occur by the side of the motor-track to

lesirikan. north and north—west of Gelai hill. 'l'hey are banded and striped rocks of
migntalitic appearance. having diffuse thin layers of granular lelspar with large horn~
blende crystals up to two inches in diameter. Narrow cross-cutting hornblende-bearing

veins occur. and are rcplacive. for they do not oll'set the bonding of the rock. (lat-net

occasionally occurs in the felspathic layers as well as in the darker bands. Locally thr-
rocks have a strong lineation defined by a preferred orientation of hornblende prisms
and by minute corrugations of the quartzo-felspathic layers. A specimen (27117” of
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this type was taken from the roadside north-north-west of Gelai. lt is a streaky lightand dark rock. which contains minute garnets in the hornblendic layers. A thin sectionof the leucocratic part of the rock shows locally at strong directional texture marked
by museovitc flakes and greatly elongated grains and sutured aggregates of grains of
quartz which are set in a xenomorphie-granular matrix of oligoclase (Ann) and smallquartz grains. The dark part of the rock consists of line-grained hornblende and biotitcwith small scattered garnets.

Small outcrops of garnetiferous hornblende gneisscs and augen gneisses occur inthe Baragoi river one and a half miles cast-south-east of Lokongori pan, and associatedwith th: marble bed four miles north-north-west of 'l'angar.

(jl Quartz-graphite Sclzists.—Graphitic schists occur together with limestones andquartzites in the Kileshwa valley and between Uass Aibarr and Adawachcke hill. Theyare folded in the Gurika antic-line and the Kileshwa syneline. and in the axial region ofthe latter fold are intensely sheared. disrupted. and mixed with tectonic inclusions ofother rocks. principally schistose hornblende rocks and lenses of marble.

0n the col between Uass Aibarr and Adawacheke the graphiti‘c rocks occurbetween two limestone horizons and consist of soft laminated quartz—opal-graphiteschists. biotite schists and gneisses and narrov. bands of green quartz—hornblendeschists. Two specimens of the graphitic rocks from this locality. specimens 27/260 and37/265 contain angular quartz grains and turbid opalinc quartz in the form of crudelenticles surrounded by interleaved muscovite and graphite flakes. 'l‘he graphite llakesare generally from half to one millimetre in size and make up l6 to 22 per cent byweight of the rocks. The graphite-rich bands. which are usually two or three feet wide.total some 30 feet in thickness out of a total thickness of several hundred feet ofinterbedded graphitic and micaeeous schists.

The graphite schist~limestone association was repeatedly mapped by Shackleton([940. p. 9) in the area to the south. and it is obvious from an examination of Shackle—ton‘s map that there are graphitic horizons at the margins of the long body of peliticsehists and gneisscs which pass into the Gurika granitoid gneiss of the eastern part ofthe Baragoi area.

(It) Mtgmutitirr Rr)(‘/\'.\ (Ir/zm'ul. v'l‘hc migmatites are widespread. and grade intoungranitized rocks on the one hand. and into more or less homogeneous granitic rockson the other. As 21 result the boundaries drawn on the map are of necessity approximate.Moreover. the migmalites are of several kinds depending on the nature of the originalrocks. South of lldebessare and in the l.opurr river the hornblende migmatites containappreciable amounts of biotite gneiss. which are clearly developed by transformatitmfrom hornblendic rocks. Occasionally leucocratie granular garnetifcrous rocks occur asconcordant bodies in the migmatitcs: pegmatites. mostly diffuse concordant bodies. arenumerous.

(I) /]()I'II/)/(’Il(/(’ i’l/Iigmarirtw: *The principal m‘currcnces of these rocks are to thewest of the lanana river. south of Morilem hill: in a zone extending north and southof the ltm'amara granite: in a core of the (iurika anticline. south—east of Lesirikan: ina core of the Morilem syncline. south-east of lldebessare; north-west of Ngoriche. inthe Kolowatou ri\-cr; in the Baragoi river, south—“est of Nachola: and a large area inthe region of Atagtron and Sibukn'c. south of the Emuru Akirim plateau.
The area of migmatites seen near the Kolouaton river north-west of Ngoriche iscomplex. Exposures in a small stream at the northern end of the Lokongori meta—gabbro show the meta—gabbro containing xenoliths of hornblende gneiss and streaks ofhornblcndic and amphibolitic rock. In the Kolowaton river no recognisable meta:gabbro is scene the rocks there are migmatitic hornblende gneisses traversed by dykcs
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of hornblende and biotite granite. There are. however. numerous exposures of a dis-
tinctive migmatitic amphibolite. a dark medium-grained rock with much biotite and

some hornblende, which contains large ovoid or prismatic sieved felspar porphyroblasts
in lenticular aggregates. 'l‘his rock is traversed by foliated sill—like bodies with diffuse

margins of hornblende granite and biotite granite. At one place a transition from the

migmatite to coat‘Se granular granitoid hornblende gneiss was seen over a distance of

(it) yards. Nearby in the river section other exposures are of migmatitic amphibolite

fragments in a matrix of hornblende granite. A selxage of hornblendite occurs round

each migmatitc “inclusion" and the “inclusions“ are elongated in the general foliation.

Further east in the section. close to the point where a shear-zone crosses the valley.
are excellent exposures of leucocratic. almost homogeneous felspathic hornblende

inigmatites traversed by biotite granite dykes. The migmatites are traversed by irregular
dyke-like bodies of gneissose hornblende granite with dill'use margins. containing partly
replaced xenoliths of migmatite. Both the migmatites and the gneissose granite dykes

are. cut by biotite granite dykes. the latter having sharp contacts. Plate 111, fig. 1
illustrates the relationship between the coarse intrusive biotite granite of one of these

dylxes and the almost unaltered ht'u‘nblende gneisscs at this locality. locally the xenoliths
shown in the illustration are ditl‘us: and the surrounding granite carries hornblende.

The tendency of the granite to inject the gneiss lil-pur—lil is also notable.

Forty yards to the west of this locality the migmatites are light-coloured felspathic
rocks with hornblende. Foliation and compositional banding are only faintly discerni-
ble and the rocks approach the composition and texture of hornblende granite. ' he
occurrence of dill‘use pegmatitic bodies containing large hornblende crystals is
characteristic in these rocks.

In the section exposed along the small right bank tributary of the Kolowaton river

south of Naligwci. in the same migmatite zone. a number of structural features occur.

Migmatitic hornblende gneisscs ranging from comparatively unaltered dark rocks to

mediuni—grained. patchy. fclspathie granitired types are mixed with pcgmatitic material

and cut across by small thrusts and shears. Elongated biotite granite lenses several feet
wide occur as tectonic inclusions plunging to the north. In the shear—zones patches of

granite occur as ramifying bodies developed by replacement (Fig. 3). (Liranitization is
well demonstrated. and in one exposure a slightly migmatitic amphibelite was seen

tc be transformed to hornblende granitoid gneiss over a distance of 12 yards.

The principal feature of such transformations is the development of small fclspar
augcn. which gradually increase in size and number till the rock is coarse-grained and

granitic in appearance. and contains ditl’use lenticular hornblendic “ghosts".

The conditions obtaining in the Lopurr river graniti/ation zone differ slightly from

those elsewhere. in the l.ol;uto-Sibuk ve area there are biotite inigmatites \xith asso-

ciated hornblende migmatites. the former apparently occupying the core of the broad

Atagirion anticline. 'l‘he migmatitcs are generally characterized by a tendency to homo-
geneity of compositionirall are light-coloured and felspathic. bedding is irregular and
individual beds are characteristically lens—like in form. Pegmatitic material is abundant,

commonly forming approximately 50 per cent of the rocks by volume. and small bodies

of apparently “mobilised" granitoid rock are widespread. West of Lokuto and east of

Sibukwe the rocks are predominantly hornblendic and the degree of granitization

decreases. except in the immediate vicinity of the Nakefenda granites. In this granitiza-

tion zone as elsewhere. the more highly granitizcd rocks are characterized by the

transformation of hornblende to biotite.

Near Sibukwe the hornblende migmatites are nearly homogeneous. being rather

coarse felspathic hornblende-biotite gneisses. Locally pegmatitic texture is developed
and hornblende prisms one inch long occur. and adjacent to the pegmatitie zones the
gneisses commonly have porphyroblastic alkali felspar. All these rocks are traversed by
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+ + Granite

Pegmatite

— Plagioclase amphibolite
Fig. Z—Replacive granite in a shear-zone

stringers. veins and lenses of pegmatite which grade locally into aplites. Specimen
27/306 is typical of the base-rock of the less thoroughly granitized hornblende
migmatites. It is homogeneous in handvspecimen. well foliatcd. mesotype, and is a
hornblende-biotite gneiss. In thin section it is seen that the rock contains much inequi-
granular microcline associated with and containing sparse small sub—angular quartz
grains. Deep green hornblende is seen intergrown with biotite. Sphcne and apatite are
present as accessory minerals in unusually large crystals. sphene being particularly
abundant.

The Lopurr river section west of Lokuto is especially interesting. At Lokuto wells
the biotite migmatites are penetrated by a sill-like granitoid gneiss. which has small
oil—shoots cutting across the foliation. To the west the rocks become less migmatitic
and are interbanded biotite- and hornblende—gneisses. changing further West to horn—
blende gneisses with thin epidotic amphibolitc lenses. The more easterly of the
Nakefenda granites is emplaced in these rocks. It is a homogeneous coarse-grained
biotite—bearing augen granite margined on both sides by medium-grained hornblende—
biotite gneisses with t‘elspar augen. West of the granite are mixed rocks which are
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laminated hornblende- and biotitc-migmzttites much cut by narrow aplitc veins and

patches and lenses of apparently replacive granite. More or less irregular small aplite
bodies are replaced by the granite bodies but larger. straighter. parallel—sided aplites cut
through the replaciye granite. These mixed rocks give place further west to massive.

tinloliatcd. grey coarse-grained hornblende migmatites with augen. These roeks locally

contain hornblende porplnroblasts and appear to invade the laminated migmatites. A
thin section of this rock (27/tti shows that it is composed ol‘ aggregates of poecilitic
green hornblende. biotite. quartz apatite and sphene, and large ragged biotite crystals

surrounded by interlocking oligoclase grains with a small amount of quartz and biotite.

'lhc porphyroblastic crystals are sub—idiomorphic oligoclasc. h'licroclinc is absent.
liurther west again. between the two granites marked on the map. the hornblende

migmalites are spotted. banded mesotype rocks. with occasional bands of biotite
iniginatitcs and swarms of aplite sills.

At the eastern contact of the western Nakel‘cnda granite there is no gradation of
migmatite to granite the contact is sharp and has the appearance ol' being a shear

along the l'oliation. This granite locally invades augen hornblende migmatites at its
western margin and contains patches rich in unoricntated xenoliths and thin screens of
hornblende migmatite. West of the granite the rocks consist of extremely contorted attd
sheared hornblende migmatites with biotitic zones. These rocks contain a large number
ol‘ crossecutting pegmatites. some h‘ti yards wide. Many of these are sheared to a greater

or lesser extent. as are the hornblendic gneisses in which they occur. and the result is

a pinkish brown rock studded with porphyroblastic fclspars of various shapes and
sizes. In every case the pegmatites are un/oned and de\oid of micas.

The migmatites of the area south-east of lldebessare are exposed in numerous
exfoliation pavements. cmatitic material is intimately mised with them and they
are crudely banded on a macroscopic scale. The less migmatitic rocks are dark plagio—
clase amphibolitcs with dill’use parallel streaks of pegmatite. The amphibolitie lenses
and bands are traversed by narrow pegmatite tongues continuous with the concordant
pegntaiite layers. Locally lmmli‘nugv structures are apparent in the pegmatite. Two
and a half miles southeast of lldebcssare the rocks are strongly migmatitic. A large
pavement exposes crudely handed rather coarse migmatites. cut across by two late
pcgmalitcs. Small irregular granitic patches appear to replace parts of the rock. and
narrow streaks ol' pegmatite cut across the principal foliation to give a secondary
l‘oliation. Locally zones of rock with ditlering foliation are in juxtaposition and this
is thought to be due to the development of a new foliation by shear. Locally the con-
cordant pcgmatitc layers are medium- to coarse-grained and contain scattered large
hornblende crystals. Amphibolite layers are usually more heavily veined with
pegmatitcs, the structures suggesting the growth of pegmatites in fractures and small
shears. It is obvious that the amphobolitie layers were more structurally competent
than the felspathic layers. A typical finely veined migmatite (specimen 27/258) was
collected three miles southeast of lldebessare. The l‘oliation is puckered and wavering
on a small scale. In thin section dark laminae are seen to consist of intergrown horn-
blende and biotitc. some of the hornblende crystals being sieved by small quartz grains.

Rarely clinoxoisite occurs with the hornblende. 'l‘he light—coloured laminae consist of
irregular mosaics of quartz and twinned plagioclase (andesine Aug.) and larger crystals
of microclinc. Some of the plagioclases are zoned. and some have bent twinning.
Small pink sieved garnets are present.

On the east side of the migmatite outcrop there is an exposure of rock resembling
an igneous breecia. The rock contains many irregular ditl‘usc bodies of felspathic
hornblende rock. Here and there are irregular bodies with pegmatitic texture and it is
in these that quartz appears. The rock gives the impression of having passed the stage
of inigmatitic veining and of being on the way to homogeneity. Nearby are banded
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and veined migmatites. in which stock-works of pegmatite veins extend from the
pegniatite bands into the darker rocks. The pegmatitc fraction in these rocks is rarely
tine—grained and aplitic. and discrete aplite veins are totally absent.

Rather similar migmatization phenomena were observed in the Mascgeta river
section north o1~ l,nwamara_ The banding is not so distinctive. however. tlte rocks being
hard amphibolites with random knots and streaks of coarse felspathie rock containing
large hornblende crystals. Locally the coarse felspathic rock dominates. when the
amphibolitcs occur as spherical lens—like or sausage—shaped masses in the felspathic
matrix.

A notable feature of the more intimately permeated migmatites is that their
textures are essentially similar to those of other leucocratic rocks which are practically
unall'ected by granitization. and to textures in foliated granites known to have been
intrusive. This similarity is notable in other areas (cf. Bear. 1952. pp. 19—20; Schoeman,
l‘)5l. pp. ll-l7). The question of the genesis of the migmatites is discussed in the
section dealing with granitization (p. 5th.

(in) Hiutire Migma/ilex.»-Biotite migmatitcs are not widespread in the area; the
two main occurrences are at Kangura and in the Lokuta—Sibukwe section of the Lopurr
river. Minor occurrences are on Gelai hill (not shown on the map) and in the Lanana
river. The biotite migmatites are similar to the biotite gneisses but. although they are
loliatcd. they do not have the t‘oliation partings and slabby outcrop of the gneisses. but
usually outcrop as e\foliation surfaces. They contain lenses. stringers and veins of
pegmatite and are variable in grain size. The form and distribution of micro-pegmatite
bodies in the biotite migmatites in the Lanana river are illustrated in Fig. 3. The elongated
stringers of pegmatite are. in this instance. slip folded and. in some cases. continuous
with an irregular cross—cutting pegmatitc. There is a suggestion of a second injection
of pcgmatite along the side of the tirst but this is not well shown. The pegmatites
characteristically approach granitoid gneiss in appearance locally and sometimes contain
scattered felspar augen in zones rich in ditl‘use pegmatites. Under the microscope they
show textures similar to those of the biotite gneisses, from which they can be dis-
tinguished only by field appearances.

('3') losmcs ROCsGENrRAL

Igneous rocks. together with doubtful types that are tentatively included with them.
are widespread in the area. more so perhaps than in any other metamorphic complex
of similar size that has been geologically surveyed in Kenya up to the present. They
range from sill— or stock~like highly altered ultra—basic intrusives akin to the peridotitc-
serpentine complexes characteristic of orogcnic belts (Turner and Verhoogen. 1951.
pp. 239—252). through shonkinites to widespread plagioclase amphibolitcs and amphi-
bolites and their derivamcs. which are regarded as metamorphosed gabbroic. doleritic
or basic volcanic rocks.

Large numbers of dykes occur. most of which have been involved in the deforma-
tion of the whole complex. and which range from intermediate foliated dioritie rocks
to slightly foliated granites. aplites and pegmatites. These latter acid intrusives are
much younger than the others. and evidence is brought forward below to show that
they are the mobilised products of granitization.

(4) PRF-MFTAMORI’HIC lNTRttswizs
(n) St'rpt’nUnites; '1'ut’e—[remo/iIc-(u'tiim/ire Rocks: Altered Ultra-basic lnrrzrsivcs.~~-

Metamophosed ultra—basic rocks outcrop as narrow sills over a wide area and occur in
a well marked zone extending from the vicinity of Nachola hill. south—eastwards to the
lanana river and Morilem hill, A part of the zone continues south—eastwards beyond
the southern limit of the area to Siambu hill. while other discontinuous sills pass round
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the nose of the Morilem syncline and continue northwards. occurring on the Barcnyiro
ridge and Nakwawi. and pass cast of Nderentci and Koitokol to outcrop prominently
at the north end of the Lolenyok ridge. A further zone of rather larger irregular
lenticular bodies occurs in the Segcra~Kangura area, and there are outcrops in the
Kilcshwa valley south-west of Leroi mountain.

The rocks are soft more or less homogeneous unfoliated bodies. coloured in shades
of. brown and greenish brown. Radiate structures are frequently seen in them. as is a
faint small-scale reticular texture. Due to the felted texture of the rocks they are
resistant to weathering and outcrop well. even on the plains where other outcrops are
few or absent. The larger bodies in the Kangura zone. at Morilem. and in the Kileshwa
valley are traversed by numerous thin magnesite veins and contain scattered amphibolite
lenses. In various places they are invaded by quartz veins. pcgmatites, aplites and
intrusive plagioclase amphibolites.

The sills in the vicinity of Nachola are particularly numerous and form a ridge on
Soitoniron hill. '1 hey here consist of variable mixtures of tremolitc and anthophyllitc.some of which has been altered to tale. The sills commonly contain lenses and slips of
chlorite sehists. studded with octahedra of magnetite up to one centimetre in diameter.
These schists frequently contain anthophyllite in addition to chlorite. and are foliated
in planes transverse to the l'oliation of the surrounding gneisscs. They were produced
by shearing.

Some nearly pure talc rocks were seen as irregular bodies in tremolite—anthophyllite
rocks on the ridge one mile south of Nagiss and in the north—eastern part of the area.
at the north end of the Lolenyok ridge. Tale is common as a minor constituent in the
larger altered ultra-basic bodies such as those at Nakwawi. Morilem and north—north-
west of Tangar.

One of the more interesting of these bodies occurs at Kangura as an irregularelongated body more than two miles long and up to three-quarters of a mile wide. The
central part of the body is cut by a reticular pattern of magnesite veins up to three—
quarters of an inch in thickness. The main mass is of uniform dull greenish brown
serpentine. locally with carbonates. talc schists and actinolite rocks. Small roundedremnants of basic rock prove on examination to be plagioclasc amphibolites and
cpidote amphibolites with strongly marked poccilitie textures (specimens 27/2383 and37/238/2 respectively). and containing pyroxene and hornblende with opaque inclu—sions, yielding schiller structures (specimen 27/238/6). These rocks are described in
greater detail on p. 24. The southernmost part of the intrusive is characterized by the
abundance of talc veins associated with chlorite schists. and contains several chromiteveins up to four feet wide and 20 feet long. The chromite contains micaccous scales ofa lilac—coloured mineral tentatively identified as stichtite (MgCO. . 5 Mg (OH): . 2 Cr
(OH)x . 4 H20). The somewhat smaller ultra-basic intrusive southeast of Kangura also
contains a small rounded body of chromite. and is generally similar to the Kangura
intrusive. The intrusives north and north-west of the Kangura body are composed of
tremolitic carbonate mcks rather than serpentine. Talcosc lenses and chlorite schists
are common in them, but there appear to be no magnesite veins.

The Morilem-laiwarak Zone of altered ultra-basic rocks is one of the largest in thearea. West of Morilem hill and at Luwarak it consists largely of talcose tremoliticrocks with irregular serpentine relics. but on Morilem hill the whole mass is serpentine.
This serpentine (specimen 27/254) consists of a microscopic network of cross—fibrechrysotile about brown-stained antigorite cores. A little carbonate occurs as accessory
mineral and there are occasional large aggregates of opaque iron (1’) ore. This rock
is comparable to a talc-carbonate serpentine (specimen 27/253) from the ultra-basic
sill-like body one mile north—east of Morilem. Some of the basic rocks found as blocks
and lenses at the northeast edge of the Morilem intrusion prove to be cpidote amphi«
holites (specimen 27 "254/21. 1n the upper part of the hill there are magnesitc veins up
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to six in. wide. but 10 to 15 yd. apart. No chromite was observed among the rocks of
the Luwarak—Morilem zone.

On Barenyiro hill a variety of rocks are exposed. and are tabulated below giving
width of outcrop. the sequence being in order from east to westL-W

Width of
outcrop

(feet)
Amphibolite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50
Serpentine with magnetite-chlorite-anthophyllite schists . . . . . . c.50
Epidote amphibolite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 12
Serpentine with ehlorite sehists and numerous magnesite veins . . . . c.100
Hard coarse-grained amphibolite . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 l0
Serpentine with carbonate veinlets . . . . . . .. . . . . c.15
Amphibolite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0~2
Talc-calcite—phlogopite serpentine . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Plagioclase—zoisite amphibolite . . .. .. . . . . .. 1245

Garnetiferous plagioelase amphibolite . . . . . . . . . . 5

On the hill south of Barenyiro the rocks are somewhat di(lei‘entiplagioclase—zoisite
amphibolites occur at the east side of the outcrop and are followed to the west by two
bands of soft coarsely stellate tremolite rock with talcose serpentine lenses and patches.
Immediately west again are hornblende gneisses and then amphibolites.

A small but distinctive serpentine occurs two miles south—south-east of Nderentei.
The body is approximately 200 yards wide and consists of homogeneous pale yellowish
grey spotted rock with a fine network of black lines on the surface (specimen 271195).

A thin section shows that it is serpentine with mesh structure with irregular streaks
and patches of calcite containing opaque iron ore in. around and between the meshes.

and with veinlets of fibrous chrysotile surrounding cores of almost isotropic serpentine

(probably serpophite). The margins of the body are composed of serpentine with
envelopes of talc schists.

Nakwawi hill is formed largely of serpentine. much of it being talcose and asso-
ciated with friable actinolite rocks and thin coarse-grained amphibolites. The serpentine
of the ridge is crossed by numerous east—west veins of fibrous tremolite. Magnesite
veins occur also. but are rare.

The. only other occurrences of altered ultra—basic rocks of any size are in the
Kileshwa valley. four and six miles south-southwest of Leroi mountain. The more
southerly and smaller of the two bodies contains lenses and veins of soft white asbestos
exposed in small prospect pits. 'lhc main part of the intrusive is of brown serpentine
cut by many narrow magnesite veins. and in which a long-fibre anthophyllite asbestos

vein occurs. Large stellate tremolite aggregates occur within actinolite rock locally.
The anthophyllite asbestos occurs in two forms. as long narrow veins of pinkish buff
cross—fibre material. and as soft friable white radiating fibres in lenses up to two ft. wide
and four ft. long.

The more northerly ultra—basic body forms a prominent hill. and consists of

serpentine or partly serpentini7ed rocks with numerous thin slips of chlorite schist and
many magnesite veins. A specimC‘. of partly serpentiniled rock from this hill (specimen
27/287) shows aggregates of epidote grains in a matrix of ruptured and inequigranular
aetinolite. with scattered diopside grains. small sheaves of tremolite and trains of

magnetite grains. The whole rock is traversed by narrow sub-parallel veinlets of yellow-
ish green serpentine. the veinlets being7 frequently along inter—crystalline boundaries.

Several fincrgrained dyke-like. vertically foliated amphibolites cross the summit

ridge of the hill from east to west. Specimen 27t288 was taken from one of these dvkes.

and in thin section is seen to contain an appreciable proportion of caleic plagioclasc

situated between aggregates of elongated hornblende prisms. Small granules of epidote
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are sparsely distributed in the plagioclase. but iron ore grains are plentiful and fre-
quently have outgrowths of sphene. Plagioclase amphibolites of this type were noted
at the margins of several of the ultra-basic intrusives in the area. notably on Morilem
hill. and in the two bodies of the Kileshwa valley just described. and appear to be
metamorphosed dykes and sills. probably of doleritic composition.

A general observation on the ultra—basic intrusions is that serpentinite forms most
of the larger bodies. but is often absent from the narrow sills. which are composed of
talc—tremolite-carbonate schists with anthophyllite or actinolitc, or both. These latter
rocks are derived from pic—existing serpentinites by hydrothermal alteration aided by
deformation and shearing. The original rocks were certainly peridotitcs or dunites. asis indicated by the occurrence of chromite relies. and were probably accompanied by
smaller gabbroic 0r pyroxenitie bodies. now altered to plagioclase amphibolites and
amphibolitcs.

‘l'he rarity of unaltered relics of olivine- or pyroxene—bearing igneous rocks testilies
to the completeness of the transformations that have taken place. This is in contrast
to most other areas where basic or ultra-basic igneous rocks occur in the BasementSystem. and where the paragcnescs involved can be observed. One such area is West
Suk. where Searle (1952. pp. 19-41) mapped small lentieular altered peridotite bodieswith generally similar mineral assemblages to those of the sills of the Baragoi area.
Hydrothermal alteration appears to have been more elTective than serpentinization in
the West Suk intrusives. and they are generally zoned bodies characterized by the
occurrence of asbestil‘orm amphiboles. and talcose varieties occasionally containing
relics of olivine and hypersthene. The mineral transformations outlined by Searle
(up, ('17., p, 21. p. 27). are probably similar to those that all'ected the Baragoi rocks.

(/7) .S'lmnkinirm. A group of exposures ol‘ unt‘oliated dark massive rocks with
clusters of small visible biotite flakes occurs west of the motor—track three and a half
miles south-west of Nderentei. A thin section of a specimen (273233) of these rocks
shows that they are shonkinites.

The shonkinite consists largely of pale reddish grey schillerised bronzite in inter-
locking grains reaching two millimetres in diameter. Biotite. plcochroic from straw
to deep brown occurs as interstitial irregular replacive growths between bronzite grains.
and locally there are line—grained intergrowths of biotite and bronzite between the two
minerals. Occurring as scattered inclusions in the bron/ite are olivine grains. which
are frequently clustered about ore grains. All the larger olivine grains are altered to
iddingsite along cracks. They are surrounded by reaction coronas wherever they occur
in contact with the alkali l‘elspar that comprises the bulk of the remainder of the rocks.
Next to the olivine in these coronas is an aggregate of clear grains which are possibly
enstatite. this zone is succeeded by another consisting of minute bottlegrcen pleonastc
granules in a matrix of fibrous amphibole occasionally associated with biotite flakes.
Other intergrowths occur locally between biotite and the alkali felspar. The felspar
occurs in slightly turbid untwinned crystals of late crystalli7ation or in aggregates of
grains with sutured margins and patchy polari/ation. and appears to be an alkali type.
The approsimate composition of the rock by volume is as follows:7

[)L’)‘ (‘l‘lll

Bronzite . _ .. . . A . . _ 40
Biotite ._ .. .. .. ,. 30
l-ielspar .. .. .. . . , i It)
Olivine 5

lJ
tOpaque ore . . . . . . . .

Apatite ., .. .. .. .. —
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The contacts of the shonkinite were not seen, but coarsely speckled plagioclase
amphibolites with varieties having felspar augen were seen in the river section a few
hundred yards to the northeast.

(c) Amphiboliter.——Comparatively few of the many amphibolites in the area are
wide enough to be marked on the map. They occur as narrow bands and lenses among
the plagioclase amphibolites, as broken angular blocks together with pegmatitic
material in the hornblendic migmatitcs. and occasionally associated with the altered
ultra—basic intrusives, as at Nachola hill.

The largest amphibolite occurrence is the coarse dark rock which forms an
irregular lens-like body between Barenyiro and Nderentei. The rock is dark greenish
grey in colour. coarse-grained and crudely t'oliated. In a thin section of specimen
27/183, from the north end of the body. the rock is seen to be composed of pale green
fibrous actinolite with rare ore grains. A somewhat similar~looking rock. specimen
27/192. occurs on a hilloek by the Lamerok river two miles north-west of Lamerok
hill. it contains abundant green hornblende that is locally porphyroblastic. reaching
1.5 centimetres in length. and many epidote and rarer bright green plconaste inclusions.
Pale green pyroxene is partly replaced by hornblende. and the matrix consists of
aggregates of locally intcrgrown hornblende and epidote together with groups of quartz
grains of variable size. Sphene occurs as an accessory mineral. This rock is almost
certainly derived from a basic intrusive. Coarse actinolite rocks occur also on Nachola
hill and on Laregcl hill.

Amphibolites with fibrous textures and, locally, schistose partings occur among
the serpentinites and associated rocks. They have been in places sheared and converted
to chlorite-magnetite schists.

Many of the amphibolites are transitional to plagioclase amphibolites and have
identical textures, but epidote is generally absent. In the migmatitie zones it is repeatedly
observed that the amphibolites are resistant to both plastic deformation and granitiza-
tron. They occur as disrupted lenses. coated by coarse quartzo-felspathic material
containing large hornblende crystals (see Fig. 4). Similar material heals cracks and
fractures.

Apart from the presence of colourless pyroxencs in some of the amphibolites there
is little to indicate the nature of the rocks from which they have been derived. N0 relic
textures were observed, but the occurrence of the amphibolites as bodies of consider-
able extent, the presence of pyroxene, and their resemblance to amphibolites among
the ultravbasic intrusives strongly suggests that they are metamorphosed basic igneous
rocks. and it follows that the plagioclase amphibolites with which they are so closely
associated must have a similar origin.

(d) Plagioelase Amphibolites. This group of rocks is the most extensive in area
and is the matrix in which most of the other rock types occur. The plagioclase amphi-
bolites are generally poorly exposed in river sections and present a variety of appear-
ances in the field. but in thin section they are seen to be a moderately homogeneous
group.

In the Baragoi. Lebanyuki and Kolowaton rivers the plagioclase amphibolites occur
together with thin amphibolites and hornblende—biotite gneisses. It is obvious in many
cases that the appearance of biotite is due to felspathiration and shearing. Increasing
l'clspathization leads to the development of mesotype and leueoeratic gneisscs. often
with sieved porphyroblz-istic hornblende augen.
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The development of garnet in these rocks is rare. a distinction from other areas,and where garnet oeeurx' it appears to be in granitixed derivatives ol' the plagioelaseamphibolite.
Some of the plagioelase amphiholitex’ dexerihed below are unqueitionahly intrmive

'l hey are not distinguishable in handispeeimen or thin \‘eetion from the other types andit is possible that most. il‘ not all. of these rocks are metamorphosed hasie intrusive
roekx‘. None of them retain igneous‘ texturefi. having Rull‘eretl varying degrees of
deformation. thermal metamorphism. graniti/ation and reer} stallization.

'lhe eornmonext plagioelase amphiholite» are mesotype to melanoeratie poorlyloliated rocks. Hnegrained varieties are usually faintly laminated and coa’xi‘sei‘~gi‘aiiietl
tips; are often mottled or streak) iiith small aggregates of granular l'elsparx‘. Oeeasion—ally visible epiLlote oeeurs and rarel} streaks of green epidosite rock are seen.

In thin seetion the plagioelase amphihnlites Khow poeeilohlaitie future» horn-
blende enclosing granular aggregatex‘ of plagioelax‘e. Oeeasionall} quartrhearing typeshave granular .\enoblas‘tle textures; The amphibele is a medium blue—green pleoehroie
form frequently seen to he in process of alteration to a pale feehly pleoehroie uralitc.Where pale uralitie hornblende is present epidole in \‘ariahle amounts almost invariablyaccompanies it. The epidote occurs aa elmters of granules in plagioelase or at the
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margins of the hornblende crystals. Zoisite occurs in about half the rocks and is
usually included in [elspar and is rarely in contact with hornblende. Sphcne is a usual
aceessory mineral. sometimes accompanied by apatite.

Plagioclasc occurs in these rocks in the form of anhedral aggregates. often in
lenses. l‘, is commonly twinned. rarely zoned and commonly contains granular or rod-
like inclusions of zoisite. It varies in composition through the range of andesine

(Anm-Anxnl Quartz appears in only six of the 22 thin sections studied. and usually
occurs as isolated rounded grains included in hornblende and as clusters of small grains
together with plagioclase. In a specimen from the Kolowaton river north~west ol
Ngorichc, however. it occurs in notable amount as elongated “granulitic” aggregates. It
is notable that many of the quartz-bearing plagioclase amphibolites. even those with
much epidotc. do not appear to have developed albite as is usually the case when rocks
containing intermediate or basic plagioclase are strongly sheared (Wiseman, 1934.
p 399).

A typical granitized plagioclase amphibolite is described here to illustrate the
changes accompanying granitization. It occurs a little south of the Lgerei motor—track

three miles south—east of lldebessare. The rock (273258) is crudely laminated in hand-
specimen. granular felspathie lenticles alternating with schistose hornblende and biotitc-
rich layers. In thin section the dark layers are seen to be composed of green horn-
blende intimately intergrown with brown biotitc. Some of the hornblende crystals are

much sieved by small quartz grains. Plagioclase (andesine An...) dominates quartz in
amount and occurs as grains tending to porphyroblastic habit. The texture in the

quart7o-l‘elspathic laminae tends to be “granulitic”. Garnets containing quart7 inclusions
occur in the slice. The development of replacive plagioclase and the occurrence of
biotitc and garnet are considered to be characteristic of the partly granitized plagioclase

amphibolitcs and it is probable that much of the hornblende-biotitc gneiss in the area
has been formed in this way.

Among the plagioclasc amphibolites that are known to be of igneous origin. those
found in the Kangura serpentine are of unusual interest (see p. l‘)l. The thin section

of specimen 2792383 shows basic plagioclase grains of 475 millimetres diameter inter—

grown with pale green pyroxene. the latter being locally replaced by green hornblende.
The texture is striking and resembles graphic intergrmyth. (iroups of hornblende

crystals occur together with small apatite grains. A thin “skin" of epidote separates
pyroxene from plagioclase throughout the slice. and similar “skins" occur about ore
grains enclosed in plagioclase. In the slice of specimen 2752384 from the same locality

green hornblende dominates the pyroxene in amount and cpidote is associated with

pyroxene. Basie plagioclase is less common and contains inclusions of hornblende and
cpidote. Apatite is not uncommon.

Shackleton (I946. p. l9) described from near Baragoi. a "meta~gabbro" which is
perhaps related to the plagioclase amphibolites described above. He apparently named
the rock metagabbro on account of its coarse speckling. He also described plagioclase
amphibolites (op. cit.. p. 21) as widespread in the northern part of the Nanyuki-Maralal
area. and noted that pyroxene granulitcs were commonly associated with them.
Pyroxene is not normally found in notable amounts in the plagioclase amphibolites ol‘
the Baragoi area. but in view of the associations of the plagioclase amphibolites and the
constancy of their appearance in the field. it is considered likely that they are meta-

morphosed basic igneous rocks. possibly including basic lavas and pyroclastics. 'l‘his
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conclusion is supported by the following analysis of a typical plagioclase amphibolite,
specimen 27/219 obtained from a point one and a half miles south-west of Nachola
hillzu

Sio2 .. .. ‘ 50-64 ; 1
‘ Norm ",0 lA1203 .. .. : 18-75 2_,.___227: :—

or . . . . ‘ _-08
F020} . . . . 1'40 ‘ '

l l ab . . . . 10-40 1
FeO 3-70 ‘ 1 l

1 LU] . . . . . 22-20
MgO 9-05 ‘ ‘

‘ di 0 . . . 7-17
010 10-32

I hy .. .. 26-90 1
NagO 3-48

01 1 7-65K20 1-05 1
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1120+ . l 1 56
l ; hm . . . . 6-79 ‘

H20— 1 0-14 i li 1 i1 .. .. .. 0-94 ‘
T102 0-40 ‘

ap .. .. ‘ 5-28 ;1’205 . . . . 0-12 1.———
I - 99-04 I

MnO . . . . i nil T’—

100-61

Analyst. Furst, 479756.

This analysis most closely resembles the composition of gabbro as quoted by
.lohanssen (1937. p. 221).

(e) MemgubIii'u.v.~'1’hc rocks grouped together as metagabbro in the present map—
area are variable in texture and composition. This is particularly true of the rocks of
the Baragoi-Lokongori zone where the metagabbros have been subjected to varying
degrees of graniti7ation and deformation. They are distinguished from the plagioclase
amphibolites by their course grain size. mottled appearance and lack of regular banding.
They grade locally. however. into crudely banded rocks resembling some plagioelase
amphibolites, in which l‘oliation is moderately well developed and fclspars occur as
augen. One and a half miles north-west of Ngoriche metagabbro passes into horn-
blende migmatites and locally migmatitcs occur along the eastern margin of the same
metagabbro. Field evidence of graniti7ation consists of the development of felspathic
hornblende gneisses. which in texture locally approach granitoid types and elsewhere
are laminated with t‘elspathic and hornblendic laminae. In such occurrences the appear-
ance of biotite together with or in place of hornblende is common. The transformation
of metagabbro into granitized and deformed foliatcd hornblende—biotite gneiss with
occasional epidote or garnet is well seen in the Baragoi river south—east of Lokongori.
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Typical metagabbro occurs in the Baragoi river east and west of the road crossing.
‘l he rocks here (specimen 27/175) are coarse grained and contain hornblende crystals

Lip to one centimetre long. The light parts of the rock consist of granular basic plagio-
clasc. 'l hcse are probably the rocks referred to by Shackleton (1946. p. N) as meta—
gabbro. liiolittted varieties of metagabbro with augen are represented by specimen
27‘tl7tl. from the side of the motor-track to Nderentei water—hole, approximately five

miles due cast of Baragoi. The specimen consists of elongated augen of granular felspar
containing unbroken relics of the porphyroblastic felspars from which they were
derived, with narrow streaks and lenses of schistose hornblendecbiotite rock between
the augen. The augen consist of aggregates of andesine (Ann?) with small brown biotite

flakes. small hornblende crystals and cpidote granules. The dark folia are of horn-

blende in interlocking grains associated with much sphcne and biotitc. The biotitc is
intergrown with the hornblende.

The metagabbros become more leucocratie towards the northernear Lokongori
water—hole they are massive. with scattered half—centimetre hornblende porphyroblasts
set in a line-grained plagioclasc matrix. Locally to the south—west of the water—hole
strongly foliatcd varieties occttr. and in these the hornblende crystals are seen to have
broken up as a result of shear and to have formed streaks composed of line-grained

hornblende and biotite. Plagioclase also often occurs as granular augcn in these rocks.
Further north the metagabbros begin to show signs of more severe granitization and
become crudely banded into alternating hornblendc-biotite gneisses and homogeneous
hornblendic granitoid gncisscs. Close to the motor-track west of Ngoriche there are

scattered rounded outcrops of granular granitoid gneiss containing small dil’fuse lenticles
of hornblende—biotite gneiss. ’l‘hcse rocks are interpreted as granitized metagabbros.

A thin section of specimen 27,5178 of granitoid gneiss contains several elongated quartz.
grains 7~8 millimetres long and 1-4 millimetres wide. which show local preferred
orientation of strain shadows. and quartz and plagioclase grains often exhibit patchy
preferred orientation of optic axes. Small muscovite flakes and scattered microcline
grains are present. None of the hornblende and biotitc visible in the hand-specimen
LIDD‘IH'S in the slice.

One mile and three miles south of Nderentei water-hole dill'erent augen gneisses ol'
metagabbroid affinities occur close to limestone outcrops. The gneisses are characterised
by the occurrence of difl'use pegmatitic streaks and porphyroblastic microcline up to
two inches long, in matrices of mesotype hornblende—biotite gneiss. The outcrops are
massive and foliation is not so well developed as lineation. The microcline porphyro—
blasts are pale grey due to the inclusion of minute hiotite flakes in the cleavage planes.

A thin section of a specimen (27,5182) from the more southerly of the occurrences shows
a large replacive microcline crystal set in a rather fincsgrained matrix consisting of
granulitic quartz aggregates and scattered quartz grains. sodic plagioclase and micro—
cline with abundant biotite. hornblende. apatite and sphene and small granules of
cpidote. Replacement of quartz and plagioclase by microcline is well seen.

Near the river-crossing of the motor—track northeast of Baragoi the metagabbros
contain complex structures: a zone several feet wide of completely transposed foliation
is seen (we p. 55) and locally strong shearing affects the rocks giving rise to narrow
bands of friable hornblendeebiotite schist. Mesotype biotite gnciss d}kes are numerous
and are frequently slipfoldcd by movement in the shear»zones of the host-rocks.

(j) lntcrnm/iare [I]II'HNI'l'('.\'.il)yl(CS and sills of soft. friable. easily weathered
intrusive rocks occur in the sections exposed in the Kolowaton. Lebanyuki, Lamerok
and Baragoi rivers. They are generally only two or three feet wide and are always
involved to a greater or lesser degree in the same deformation as has atct the
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country rocks. Exposures are generally poor. and few are shown on the map since it
is dil’fieult to measure the orientation of the (lykes. Many of the dykes are slip—folded
and they do not occur as swarms with a constant orientation as do the younger post-
tectonie aplite dykes.

A group 01‘ four or live narrow dykes occur in the col immediately north—west of
Lamerok hill. These WCI‘C m‘iginally mapped as metadolerites on account ot~ their dark
homogeneous appearance, their moderate grain size and the apparent lack of foliation.
ln thin section, however. a specimen (27/ [94) of these rocks is seen to be composed ol~
ragged green hornblende prisms associated with brown biotite and epidote granules in
a matrix consisting of large interlocking intermediate plagioclase grains and scattered
small. often irregular. quartz grains. The plagioclase is untwinned and contains abun—
dant small inclusions of hornblende. biotite and minute rods of zoisite. The texture
of the rock is metamorphic but there is no trace of a directional fabric. The rock is
comparable to epidiorite.

Vfl/ Foliated dykes

I Pegmatiten

\ Biotite gneiss

Fig. S—Dykcs with independent foliation cut by pegmatites
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The main class of deformed dykes consists of numerous foliated biotitic. rather
light-coloured dykcs that occur exposed in the Lamcrok. Barugoi, Lebanyuki and
Kolowaton rivers. 'l‘hese rocks form a distinctive group~they are usually well foliated
medium-grained rocks. carrying conspicuous biotitc flakes up to one inch in diameter
in addition to numerous small biotite flakes. These give the rocks a characteristic

spotted appearance when it t'oliation surface is seen. The dykes are frequently slip-
J‘olded by movement on the folitttion of the host-rocks—examples are excellently
exposed in the Baragoi river immediately north of Baragoi township. In a few localities
comparatively unfoliatcd forms of the dyltes were observed. eg. on the plains four miles
north of Tipaku. in a left bank tributary of the Lebanyuki river two and a half miles
north-east of Soitoniron hill. and among the swarm of dykes at the north end of
Koitokol bill. In each case the poorly foliated rock was proved to be continuous with

the commoner schistose variety. Two specimens of the poorly foliated rocks, specimens
2752M and 27/225 from the l..ebanyuki river and the north end of Koitokol respectively,

are grey faintly loliated rocks characterised by the presence of: small felspar augen

three or four millimetres in diameter. which stand out in relief on weathered surfaces,
The thin section oi” specimen 37f225 shows xenomorphic inequigranular texture—the
slice consists mainly of microcline grains of differing sizes. Intergranular spaces are

occupied by deep green plcochroic hornblende grains. which are sometimes poecilitic,

Hornblende granite sill

Hornblende
granite dyke

Tremoiite~anthophyilite Plagioclase amphibolite Schistose muscovite

rock Augen hornblende -apllte dyke
granite dyke

i 20 YARDS _J

Fig. 6——l)ykes and sills on the Lolenyol. ridge
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containing quartz inclusions. Quarta is minor in amount. occurring in small aggregates
at the margins of the microcline crystals and often intergrown with the hornblende. A
few minute plagioclase grains occur with the microcline and idiomorphic sphene is
plentiful. usually in association with the hornblende.

Specimen 27/214 is somewhat weathered and the minerals scarcely recognizable in
consequence. The texture appears to be pol‘phyriticfilargc turbid felspar prisms occur
in a fine-grained matrix containing biotite and muscovitc. plagioclase and quartz.

In the Baragoi river approximately three miles south-west of Nachola several
dykes were found that did not appear to be deformed. They occupy plane fractures
and have no foliation. They dillcr slightly from each other but are all fine-grained
greenish leucocratic rocks with small hornblende phenocrysts set in fine-grained matrices
(specimens 27/231 and 27/232). In specimen 27/23]. a few hornblende phenocrysts
reach one centimetre in diameter and the matrix contains biotite as well as hornblende.
In the thin section of specimen 27,2232 the texture is seen to be porphyritic. Pale green
hornblende prisms are orientated at random in an equigranular tine-grained matrix
consisting of untwinncd alkali l‘elspar and quartz grains. All the minerals contain
minute epidote prisms. These rocks are characterised by the lack of textures indicative
of strain, but this may be a local phenomenon. It is probable that under the appro—
priate conditions of metamorphism and deformation they could give rise to schistose
biotitic derivatives similar to the dykes described above.

All the foregoing dykes are penetrated by irregular pegmatitic veins with sharp
boundaries (Fig. 5), and are sometimes invaded by parallel-sided aplite veins. Their
position in the sequence of intrusions is somewhat obscure, and it is possible that they
are of differing ages. They appear to be older than the granitic and aplitic intrusives
described below, for they were never seen invading them, and on the Lolenyok ridge
aplites were seen invading foliated dyke-rocks and granitic dykes alike (see Fig. 6).

(5) INTRUSIVES DUE TO GRANITIZATION or THE ME'I'AMORPHIC ROCKS

The intrusives described below are all granitic in composition. generally only
slightly foliated or unfoliated, and in the case of the granites at least, Show evidence
of having been formed by granitization. Since the age of the granitization is unknown
these intrusives are not here included in the Basement System.

The granites form a perplexing group showing a wide variety of relationships with
the country rocks. They occur as small circumscribed stoeks, as clearly intrusive sills
and dykes, and as elongated tabular bodies or lenses surrounded by migmatitic partly
granitized country rocks. An important feature of some of the bodies, the Sartim and
Luwamara granites in particular, is the displacement and “swelling" of the foliation
about them. Many of the granites described below are indistinguishable as rocks from
the granitoid gneisses of metasedimentary origin. Two features of the granitoid gneisscs.
however. stand out as characteristic——the fact that they frequently form marked topo-
graphic featurcs such as the Kowop hills and the Musei range, of which Gurika and
Leroi mountains are a part. and their typical pale yellowish brown colour which is
distinctive from the grcyish tones of the migmatitic granites.

(u) Small Granite Stocks.‘80me of the small granite bodies occur as isolated
stocks with rounded outcrop plans. In most cases exposures were too poor to allow
the nature of the contact of the granite with the country-rock to be determined, but
their apparently random distribution and their coarse granitic nature indicates that
they are intrusives.

The largest of these granites is only two to three hundred yards across and out-
crops as a bald crag close to the north end of the Koitokol ridge. The granite is coarse-
gruined and homogeneous. without any trace of foliation. and is traversed by narrow
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parallel—sided pegmati-te veins. In hand—specimen (27/224) the rock is inequigranular.

with tabular felspars reaching one inch in length. In thin section the texture is seen to

be strongly inequigranMan—aggregates of large fractured quartz grains are surrounded

by an aggregate of smaller grains of oligoelase. crystals of biotite and small amounts

of replacive microcline. Cracks in the quarta and felspars are filled with flakes of

white mica. None of the large felspars visible in hand—specimen appear in the thin

section, but the examination of grain mounts shoWs that they are microcline.

Two further granite stocks of similar appearance occur by the roadside. one two

miles south of Baragoi. the other at Nagiss. Both outcrops are of pinkish grey even-

grained granite without foliation. but with a tendency to a slabby parting trending more

or less north-south. A specimen of the Nagiss granite (27/1767) is of medium to coarse

grain. pinkish in colour and without any ferromagnesian minerals. ln thin section the

texture is seen to be complex inequigranulan eirregular large quartz grains with lobate

margins occur in a matrix of anhedral albite (An?) and muscovite crystals and flakes.

Mierocline is absent. The rock is an albite granite.

The two small stock—like granites west of Kangura are similar to the Nagiss granite.

(h) I.uwumuru Granite. The Luwamara granite is one and a half miles wide and

about two miles long. The foliation of the country rocks “swells“ around the body

suggesting its intrusive nature. It forms a distinctive hill with two summits and outcrops

are excellent. particularly on the western side. The rocks of the central part of the mass

have a well marked foliation trending north»north-west and with steep dip. This

t'oliation is oblique to that of the surrounding gneisses. The marginal parts of the

mass have an ill—defined foliation parallel to the margins and locally elf-shoots of the

granite invade the hornblcndic migmatites along its western margin. Much of the

western margin of the granite is a tectonic contact. however, and the original contact

phenomena are generally obscured. Dykes of a similar granite occur among partl_\

granitized plagioelase amphibolites and amphibolitcs two miles east of the granite.

The granite is a moderately homogeneous body. containing only a few small

quartz veins and one or two large tabular pegmatites. It is well foliated and frequently

augen gneisses have developed. and variations in texture occur which are due to

(littering degrees of deformation. In specimen 27,’ 198 the augen are seen to be porphyro-

elastic felspars. probably microcline. and the matrix consists of xenomorphic-granular

plagioclase and subordinate quart7. A few small replaeive microcline grains occttr.

Scattered small dark green hornblende crystals occur. but brown biotite is more frequent

and occurs in larger crystals.

The intrusive nature of this granite can hardly be questioned, but about its relation-

ship to the narrow zone of migmalites in which it occurs there may be some doubt.

The margin of the granite is well exposed at the ford over the motor-track at the

Masegeta river. Apophyses of the granite penetrate the strongly migmatitic envelope.

and have sharp transcurrent contacts,

The evidence suggests that the intrusion followed the migmatization, a fact which

was found to be true of all the granites where they are in contact with migmatites. The

granites in such cases are therefore not the cause of the migmatization but are more

likely to be the etlect of migmatization or the end-product. It scents probable in this

case, as in all cases described below. that the granite is not far travelled, in that it

occupies a part of the migmatite zone in which it was itself formed by granitization

(see p. 50). The Luwamara granite probably illustrates a late stage in the granitization

sequencetmigmatization. partial mobilization, intrusion— the early stages of which are

described below.
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(c) Mignmlitir- (Ir:uii'lr.r.~3l‘he granites now to be described are called migmalitic
because they are considered to be composed of two components—granitic gneisses
which have formed by granitizati-on in situ, and autochthonous granite, mobilized and
intrusive. but probably derived from the same migmatite zone.

The best example of this type is on Sartim hill, where there is an elongated granite
body of lenticular form, around which the foliation swells. suggesting a largely intrusive
rather than a replacive origin. The granite appears to be a conformable body margined
by a narrow but well marked zone of migmatites. The south-western foot of the hill
is composed of inter-banded gneissose granite and felspathized, streaky hornblende-
biotite gneisses. Part way up this side of the hill the rocks are mesotype biotite-
hornblende gneisses with irregular ditluse granitic streaks. Above. the rocks become
homogeneous gneissosc granites with xenolithie dark hornblende gneiss bodies of
random shape and sharp contacts. Locally these xenoliths are so numerous as to present
the appearance of a bed of dark hornblende gneiss reticulated by granite veins. In
other exposures the dark inclusions are lenticular and orientated parallel to the foliation.
The whole of the upper part of the hill is composed of homogeneous gneissose biotite
granite which is exposed in large exfoliation surfaces.

At the southern extremity of the granite. along the south foot of the hill, the rocks
are mainly gneissose hornblende-biotite granites containing lenticular and tabular
inclusions of amphibolite and partly granitized hornblende gneisses. Towards the eastern
margin of the body pale-coloured granular unfoliated granites are crudely interbanded
with lensing rather coarse plagioclase amphibolites.

Below the north face of Sartim hill the rocks are more or less uniform, pale.
medium—grained gneissose granites. In several places a very light-coloured, rather
line-grained granite was seen to be intrusive into the normal types, and occurs as veins
and broad zones containing xenoliths of the older granite gneiss. Locally the gneissose
granites have a strong fibrous fabric which plunges at low angles to the north.

Parallel-sided aplite veins are common among the rocks at the margins of the
Sartim granite, particularly along its eastern contact. Small pegmatite veins occur on
the hill itself. mainly among the homogeneous granites.

Among the specimens collected are three that illustrate the textures of these granites
particularly well— they are specimen 27/273 from the foot of the south—west face of the
hill, 27/346 from the summit ridge 200 yards east of the summit, and 27/348 from the
south-east end of the summit ridge. Thin sections of these rocks show that the textures
are inequigranular; irregular lobed quartz grains up to 3 millimetres in diameter are
characteristic. Oligoclase (about An”) occurs as xenomorphic aggregates of small
grains but in specimen 27/348 occasionally displays a semblance of prismatic form.
Microcline occurs in all the specimens and is plentiful. occurring as small intergranular
crystals. and as larger replacive grains. In specimen 27/346 it is extensively developed
as large crystals so full of inclusions of partly resorbed plagioclase and quartz grains
that the enveloping microcline often occurs as networks in optical continuity. Biotite
occurs as isolated unoricntated flakes in all the specimens and sphene is common as an
accessory mineral. Several small clusters of epidote grains occur in specimen 27/346.

The development of microcline among the other grains and the way in which it
digests the quartz and plagioclase is particularly well shown in specimen 27/346. It is
an excellent example of the process of alkali felspathizati-on by replacement, a process
which is seen in all the granitized rocks and migmatites. This type of occurrence of
microcline is discussed by Marmo ([955, p. 432). who also gives some of the leading
features of "synkinematic granites” similar to the Sartim. Luwamara. and Nakefenda
granites (see also discussion on granitization. p. 50).
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It is diflicult to distinguish between mobilized intrusive granite and granite deve—
loped in situ in the Sartim mass. The occurrences of xenoliths in the granite of the
western face of the hill suggests that the central granite at least is intrusive. The mass
probably represents a granitization centre in parts of which mobilization of the granite
took place.

The two Nakefcnda granites are elongated tabular bodies concordant with the
foliation of the surrounding migmatites, the relationship of which to the migmati‘tes has
already been described (p. 16).

The easterly of the granites is a coarse~graincd augen gneiss with much biotitc. and
is homogeneous but moderately well foliated. On the western side the granite grades
into darker massive hornblende-biotitc migmatites with oligoclase augcn. No clear-cut
intrusive contacts were seen at the margins of this granite. but the abundance of
granitic and aplitic veins and patches in the adjacent migmatites suggest that it reached
a stage of fluidity.

The westerly and larger of the Nakefenda granites is more homogeneous -onl_v
parts of it are foliated. and it weathers into large rounded blocks. lt is generally similar
I) the eastern mass, but locally contains hornblende as well as biotitc. Parts contain
angular dark xenoliths and there are screens of partly granitized gneisses orientated
parallel to the local foliation. The granite can be seen to be intrusive into porphyro-
blastic hornblende migmatites. but at other places the contacts often indicate no dis-
placement of the migmatites and in these cases the granite appears to have assimilated
the migmatite.

Of the two granites the smaller eastern one is the “less intrusive“ of the two, since
it is characterized by gradational contacts. Both granites occur in a zone of variable
granitization and like the Sartim granite they are clearly palingenetic in part, but in
each case the mobile granite has not moved beyond the migmatite zone in which it
was formed,

((1) Granite Dykey and Sills.» The granite dykes occur mainly in the Kolowaton
river four or live miles north-west of Ngoriche hill. Scattered sill-like granites Occur
elsewhere among migmatites. such as in the Baragoi river valley two miles south—West
of Nachola. Larger irregular dyke-like sheets of granite occur south-east of Lawun. in
the south-east corner of the area.

The granites of the Kolowaton river are of two typesfihornblcnde granite sills that
are frequently irregular in shape but concordant with the foliation. and biotite granites.
that cut across the foliation but also form intcrfingering bodies. The host-rocks to these
granites are strongly granitized migmatitic gncisscs. frequently full of felspathic streaks
and showing a tendency to develop augen texture. An example of the hornblende
granites is specimen 27/2l I. from the Kolowaton river two and a half miles north-west
of Ngoriche. a faintly foliated medium to coarse-grained granular rock. In thin section
it is found to consist almost entirely of microcline grains about two millimetres across.sometimes having marginal inclusions of vcrmit'orm quartz. lnterstitially there aresmall sodic plagioclase grains and some quartz grains. and scattered deep green horn-blendc crystals occur together with sphcne. A few biotitc crystals are also present.
One small cluster of small pale green cpidotc grains was seen, similar to the epidoteoccurring in the eastern Nakefcnda and Sartim granites (see also Marmo, 1955, p. 434).

One of the biotitc granite intrusivcs occurs a few hundred yards east of the abovelocality. The granite is of the interlingering variety. and varies greatly in thickness. Itshows a tendency to invade the host—rocks [it-par-lir. as is illustrated in Plate lll, fig. l.The rock is granular and faintly l‘oliated. with sub-idiomorphic felspar phenocrysts.The matrix contains small clots ol' biotitc flakes which are locally associated withhornblende.
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The hornblende granites frequently grade rapidly into leucocratic hornblendic
migmatitcs and rarely occupy plane fractures. For this reason it is probable that they
are of local origin. The biotite granites on the other hand have sharp contacts and
their origin is probably more remote. It is likely that they are derived from the
palingenetic hornblende granites. for wherever hornblende and biotite granite occur
together the biotite granites are the younger.

It is possible that the area of biotite gneiss mapped north-west of Ngoriche is, in
fact. a swarm of gneissose biotite granite sills. The exposures are poor and it was not
possible to see the relationships to the adjacent rocks. One cross-cutting dyke ot' a
similar gneiss was seen nearby at a point four miles due west of Soit Olbayen rocks.

The elongated granites south-west of Lawun were passed over quickly and little
was recorded of them, but a cursory examination indicated that they consist of pinkish.
homogeneous. faintly gneissosc muscovite-biotitc granite. generally similar to that of
the bosses west of Kangura.

A considerable number of small outcrops of biotite gneiss was found among the
ubiquitous plagioclase amphibolites of the area, particularly in a zone immediately
north-east of the lamerok river. These exposures, which are of well foliated leucocratic
biotitc gneisses. are too poor and scattered to be plotted on the map. but may be the
outcrops of deformed biotite granite sills. Some of the more deformed biotite granites
are so like me-tasedimcntary biotitc gneisses that this confusion could easily arise.
Moreover, in river sections of good exposure, such biotitc gneisses as are seen are
frequently identifiable as deformed granitic or granodioritic intrusives.

(e) Pt’glnflftI(’.V.¥[)alalllCS are numerous throughout the area. but tend to be
concentrated into zones in which one type greatly predominates over the others. The
three main types that can be distinguished in the area are:—

l. Segregation pegmatites.
. Permeation pegmatites.

1

3. Intrusion pegmatites.

Segregation peg/natitar. The segregation pegmatites are found most commonly
among the migmatites. but occur also throughout the metamorphic complex. They
take the form of small flat lenses. stringers. patches and ramifying streaks in the
foliation of the host-rocks. 'l'hcir form is characteristically irregular and they generally
have dilluse contacts. and are rarely more than a few inches in width. They are com-
posed mainly ot‘ intermediate to sodic plagioclase. with little quartz. and often contain
scattered rather large ferromagnesian grains similar to, but larger than those of the
hostvrocks. Thus. garnetit'erous micro-pegmatite is commonplace in garnet-bearing
rocks. The grain—size is variable but frequently of the same order as that of the host-
rocks. On occasion parts of the pegmatitcs contain large rounded augen of alkali
l’elspar, but this is rare.

The segregation pcgmatites characteristically occupy areas of high stress in the
host—rocks. They are found along the margins of lenticular competent rocks such as
amphibolites and as patches and veins apparently healing fractures in such rocks.
Similar phenomena were observed in the Machakos area (Baker. 1954, pp. 9-] l, lS—l‘l).
in rocks where oblique slip-planes are developed the pegmatite streaks often occupy
the slip—planes rather than the original foliation. This phenomenon is excellently seen
in the [.ehanyuki river.

The rocks in which the segregation pegmatites occur are essentially similar to the
“veincd gneisses" described by Searle (1954. pp. 10-19) from the Sultan Hamud area.
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Frequently the pcgmatitic streaks do not olT—set the banding of the host-rocks. and

in these cases must be replacive ('l‘urner and Verhoogen. l95l. p. 329). In other cases

concordant lenses of pcgmatite occur around which the l‘oliation “swells". Such struc-
tures can be explained either by the growth of the pegmatite in situ, or by assuming,
that the lenticles are parts of originally continuous sheets that developed boudinage
structures as a result of deformation. In cases where the pegmatite lenses have sharp
boundaries and occur aligned in a single t‘oliation plane their form is certainly due to
boudinage structure. la the case of dilfuse irregular disconnected lenticles it must be
assumed that the pegmatites originated by growth in situ.

All the segregation pegmatites are deformed to a greater or lesser extent, but they
rarely show this by the development of gneissose structures for they are frequently more
incompetent than the host-rocks in which they occur. A lineation is frequently observed
on the surfaces of the pegmatite lenses. and the pegmatites have been involved in the
same folding as has affected the rest of the rocks.

The segregation pcgmatites of the Baragoi area are regarded as having formed by
the growth of quartzo—fclspathic material in foliation planes. fractures and zones of
shear in the host-rocks. There is no evidence that they formed by crystallization from
a liquid or gas phase. although such phases may have assisted in the transport of the
necessary elements through the rock fabric. The material of which the pegmatites are
composed must. have been at least partly derived from the adjacent rocks, to account

for minerals characteristic of the host-rocks occurring in the pegmatitc, but extraneous
quartzo-felspathic material is also involved. This extraneous material must be similar
to that responsible for alkali metasomatism in the migmatitic zones. where segregation
pegmatites are most commonly seen.

Pcrnmutiun pegmulirm. The permeation pegmatitcs are of restricted occurrence,
and are found almost cxcusively in meta‘sedimentary granitoid gneisses at Lesirikan.
near Soit Nyiro hill and between these localities. where they occur in zones up to
30 yards across. They are associated with augen gneisses and are characterised by
dill‘use margins. complete lack of regular shape. and the absence of ferromagnesian
minerals. These pegmatites grade imperceptibly into faintly foliated lcucocratic augcn
gneisses. and consist largely of microcline and a little quartz. They are never zoned in
any way and do not show the elfeets of deformation. It is supposed that the permeation
pegmatites developed at the time of the felspathization of the adjacent augen gneisses.

Intrusion peg/names; rlntrusive pegmatites occur in well marked zones in the
area as concordant and cross—cutting sheets and veins varying from a few inches to over
one hundred feet in width. and up to one and a half miles long. One of the best-marked
pegmatite zones extends from the western part of the Atagirion hills past Nachola hill
and along the Kisima ridge towards Nagiss. A further zone occurs stratigraphically
above the biotite gneisses of the Butabut anticline. west of Koitokol. These zones
contain the larger. generally concordant pegmatites. but smaller veins. both concordant
and cross-cutting. are found throughout the area.

The intrusion pegmatites are characterised by their sheet-like form, with parallel
walls and sharp contacts. and a marked coarseness of grain. They are distinguished
from the segregation pegmatites by their regular form and greater grain size. and are
seen to cut across the older segregation pegmatites in numerous exposures.

The smaller cross-cutting pegmatitcs are frequently deformed and it seems likely
that they are syntectonic. The larger pegmatites are only rarely deformed. and are
largely post—tectonic. but there is no evidence to suggest the length of the interval
between the intrusion of the deformed and undel'ormed pegmatites. The small
pcgmatite veins are frequently slip—folded. or have been sheared or crushed by
the formation of simultaneous slip-planes with dill‘erent orientations (Plate lll. fig. 2.
figs. 3 and 108). l’egmatitic breccias are formed locally and are gradational into
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porphyroclastic augen schists. as is seen on the Ngoriche ridge. in the Baragoi river
three miles south—east of Ngoriche and on the El Barta plains five miles south-east of
Baragoi. where a sheared pegmatite four feet wide is cut across by a slightly deformed
pegmatite vein. Two specimens from this locality. 27/l89 and 27/188, of the sheared
pegmatite and of the slightly deformed vein respectively. illustrate the degree of
deformation that atfects these rocks in certain localities. The earlier more deformed
pegmatite (specimen 27/189) has been converted to a pale grey well-foliated augen
gnciss. composed of granular felspar augen up to one centimetre long, set in a fine-
grained matrix of quartz. felspar and minute muscovite and biotite flakes. The presence
of muscovite and biotitc in considerable quantities in sheared pegmatites which are
normally devoid of them was repeatedly observed. The comparatively slightly deformed
pegmatite vein (specimen 27/188) is a coarse rock with cataclastic texture. It consists
of rather angular. roughly lens-like alkali felspar fragments up to one inch long
separated by irregular fractures and aggregates of quartz grains. Minute garnet granules
occur in the alkali felspar fragments.

In the Baragoi river three miles east-south-east of Ngoriche a narrow concordant
pegmatite has been sheared to muscovite schist (specimen 271172). In thin section this
rock exhibits a number of interesting cataclastic features. The texture is highly
irregular, grains being sometimes intricately intergrown and often with sutured margins.
A marked lamination is apparent due to zones of differing grain size and the occurrence
of greatly elongated lenses of “granulitic” quartz. Within these lenses and among the
trains of quartz grains along the same planes in the fabric there is an easily visible
preferred planar orientation of c-axes. Muscovite flakes occur orientated in the laminae
and as frequently in planes oblique to the main foliation. Between the quartzose layers
are sodie plagioclase grains of xenomorphic-incquigranular texture.

In several localities pegmatite veins were observed to have invaded transcurrent
shear-zones, and along the margins of earlier deformed dykes. An example of the
former case is illustrated in Fig. 7.

The larger mainly concordant. intrusive pegmatites occur on the Naehola-Kisima
ridge. where some of them have been exploited by prospectors for mica. Many of the
larger pegmatites are zoned and are several hundred yards long and up to 50 or 60 feet
wide. Many of thesr: were examined by L. M. Bear (Annual Report for 1954. Mines
and Geological Department. pp. 9—10). and much of the following account is based on
his work Among the zoned pcgmatites the core generally consists of glassy or milky
massive quartz in the form of an elongated lens or a series of disconnected bodies of
irregular outline. The innermost intermediate zones are usually of coarse-grained pink
blocky microcline or white albite. but in some cases quartz. small garnets and mica
occur also. The wall-zones consist of either of the following: # fine—grained felspar,
subordinate quartz and mica books up to two inches in diameter: line-grained felspar.
quartz and garnet with or without subordinate mica. The few contacts of the pegmatites
observed showed a narrow aplitic border zone composed of either felspar-quartz—garnet.
or felspar-quartmnica. the mica being rare. Where books of mica of economic size
and quality were seen they were generally developed near the outer margin of the
quartz core.

Several radioactive minerals have been identified in the pegmatites. including
euxcnitc. samarskite and monazite. These minerals occur as very scattered individual
crystals or in small clusters in the pegmatites. A thorough search of many of the
Nachola pegmatites with a Geiger—Muller countcr did not reveal any occurrences of
these minerals in present—day exposures. and it seems likely that specimens obtained
in the past came from the primitive mica workings which are now collapsed and
overgrown.



Fig. 7—Pegnmtite vein intrusive into transcurrcnt shear—zone in Burugoi R., three miles
ESE. of Nguriche

Pegmatites ot' a distinctive type occur about seven miles south—east of Lawun. in
the south-east corner of the area. Here a swarm of granite. aplite and pegmatite dykes
occurs trending north-west-south-east and cutting across plagioclasc amphibolites and
hornblende migmatites. The dykes are constant in composition but variable in texture:
those north of the Masegeta river are frequently pcgmatitic in one place and granitic in
another. Patches of pegmatite occur in granite and rice t'ersa and occasional aplitie
t‘aeies are also seen. A specimen of the granitic types has already been described
(p. 33). The pegmatitie dykes are sometimes branching and send oil-shoots into the
host-rocks; the oil-shoots are frequently granitic.

(f) Aplitm‘. Aplites are especially common in the area. and are found for example
east. and north of Lamerok and Kangura, in the upper reaches of the Kolowaton river:
at the north end of the Koitokol ridge and on the Lolenyok ridge. They are easily
recognized rocks. fine—grained and of white to dirty buff colour. They are character-
istically mottled by minute specks of opaque minerals and almost invariably contain
muscovite. The majority of the aplites are narrow cross—cutting sheets. frequently faintly
foliated parallel to their length. They are resistant to weathering and outcrop on the
El Barta plains as lines of isolated outcrops. They are found cross—cutting all other
rock types and are therefore regarded as the youngest of the intrusives of the area.
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The aplites are homogeneous in composition and texture, the essential minerals
being quartz, albite-oligoclase, muscovite and minor amounts of microcline. In one
case a few flakes of biotite were also found. Quartz is present to the extent of 50 per
cent by volume. The grain size is small. of the order of 0.1 millimetre and the texture
granular to moderately inequigranular. In the thin section of an aplite dykc (specimen
27/235), from a few hundred yards north of 01 Doinyo Luwarak. there is a single
optically strained phenocryst of quartz two millimetres in length. In the other thin
sections examined quartz tends to occur as larger grains than the telspars. The quart].
grains also tend to be round and to occur as inclusions in a matrix of sodic plagioelase.
This is strongly reminiscent of the replacive textures seen in the migmatiles. and its
significance is discussed in a later page. Some of the aplites are poorly foliated. and
show a faint directional texture in thin section.

A chemical analysis of an aplite vein (specimen 27/235). from a few hundred
yards north of Ol Doinyo Luwarak. is given below, and indicates that the aplite has a
composition intermediate between the kali~granites and the soda-aplitc class as defined
by Johanssen (I960. vol. ll. p. l0}. p. 376). The sodium-potassium ratio is higher than
in the normal granite aplites.
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One aplitc specimen. 27/193. from three miles west~north-\\‘est of Nagiss. is
strongly sheared, and is a pale brown fiaggy rock with closely~spaced shear surfaces
giving it a schistose appearance.

In the majority of cases the aplite dykes are steeply dipping and occur in swarms
that have a good degree of regularity of trend. The dykcs between Kisima and Kangura
trend towards the south-south-West. and another cross-cutting swarm occurs at the
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north end of Koitokol. Elsewhere the aplites are narrow concordant bodies. The
orientation of the aplite dykes is probably controlled by the structure of the area—
they appear to occur in plane fractures close to the ac plane of the megascropic fabric.
The ac plane is normally a direction in which tensional fracturing takes place (cf.
Turner and Verhoogen. 1951. pp. 535—536). and ac jointing is commonplace in the area.

(g) Qum-I: l/’cin.v.iQuartz veins are exceedingly rare in the area and in places
where vein quartz outcrops on the plains it is not always possible to decide whether
it represents a quartz vein or the core of a zoned pegmatite. Such vein quartz out—
crops as were seen southeast and north of Lamerok hill consist of milky quartz with
small flakes of hematite and limonite. They are commonly orientated in the same
fashion as the aplite dykes and are considered to be of the same age. They do not
contain economic minerals.

2. Tertiary Volcanic Rocks and Associated Sediments

The Tertiary volcanic rocks and associated sediments occurring in the western
part of the area are tabulated in order of succession:

(7) Olivine basalts.
m) Tirr 'l‘irr Series basalts and trachytes.
(5) Olivine and augite basalts (Laikipian Basalts'?).
(4) Lake beds and interbedded volcanics.
(3) Rumuruti Phonolites and tufts.
(2) Porphyritic basalts and tulls (Samburu Series).
(I) Sub-volcanic sediments. ‘

Owing to the inaccessibility of much of the volcanic area. lack of time. and unfore-
seen structural complexities, the succession of the volcanic rocks is not so firmly estab-
lished as might be desired. It is proposed therefore to describe the inter—relationships
of the lava types, and the evidence for the present succession. so as to facilitate any
future re-appraisal of the volcanic geology of the area in the light of additional
information.

ln the area west and north-west of Nachola the lower part of the succession is
formed of interbedded quartz gravels. pebble beds. tulls and a flow of porphyritic
basalt. These are overlain by phonolites. This succession is repeated south-west of
Nachola and further downstream in the Baragoi river section. North of latitude 1° 50’
no phonolites are observed in the successionfiaugite basalts rest directly on the Base
ment System and are themselves overlain with angular unconformity by the lavas of
the Tirr Tirr. West of Nachola. on the southern part of the Napung ridge. the augitc
basalts are seen to overlie the most northerly of the phonolites. There is thus good
evidence of the occurrence of two basaltic formations that ditl‘er in character, one
below and the other above the Rumuruti Phonolites.

In the southern part of the area. west of Nagoriagwen, there occurs a thick sequ-
encc of welded tutts, which rest directly on the Basement System and which are grouped
with the Rumuruti Phonolites. These tutfs form the prominent Naramarsiro—Emuru-
Abenyo escarpment and appear to extend to the Akangoramiriek plateau. In deep
canyons eroded in the tull‘s phonolites are exposed both above and below. yet do not
appear in the face of the escarpment a short distance to the east. In the south-eastern
face of the Akalodak plateau the tutts appear to pass beneath the phonolites and to be
continuous with the agglomeratic tufis that form the base of the volcanic sequence in
the Aycna Etuthuru gorge west of Nagippi. At the highest point on the Akangoramiriek
plateau. however. the tufts and agglomerates are overlain by a distinctive reddish brown
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phonolite. and a similar lava also occurs at the base of the tutl‘ sequence. A reddish
brown phonolite is seen repeatedly nearby. in the escarpments to the north of the
Baragoi river. and this lava rests on a comparatively thin tull' bed at the top of the
phonolite sequence. 'l‘utt's occur therefore intercalated in the phonolitc sequence. It
seems that the phonolites beneath the Naramarsiro plateau must wedge out eastwards.
the tutl‘s overstepping them.

(I) St.IB-\’()L('.\Nlt‘ SroiMLYN'rs

Lacustrine sedimentary rocks occur at intervals at the base of the Tertiary volcanics.
but they vary considerably from place to place and do not make up a well defined
formation.

At the foot of the phonolite escarpment west of Segera there are approximately
200 feet of conglomeratie grit. containing rounded quartz pebbles up to three quarters
of an inch in diameter. At the base a conglomerate l0 feet thick is exposed containing
pebbles of quartzite, pegmatite and biotite gneiss ranging from half an inch to 6 inches
long. Resting on the grits is a thin vesicular phonolite. forming the base of the
Rumuruti Phonolites. and above it approximately 30 feet of brick-red tulf overlain by
30 feet of light grey tull‘. The tutl's are overlain by the phonolite that forms the plateau.
Similar tull‘s occur at the descent of the Maralal—Baragoi road from the Lopet plateau.
but there are no non-pyroclastic sediments. Lake sediments occur again in the broad
valleys between two and six miles north of Logorgor. Much of the flat ground shown
as covered by sediments on the geological map. is blanketed by quartz pebble sheets
resting on the original sub-volcanic surface. On the lower slopes of the escarpments.
and on small hillocks on the valley floor. are exposed clean quartz sands and grey—green
volcanic soils with calcified layers. capped by reddish grey tulf. Unconsolidated quart/
pebble beds occur at the base of this sequence, which is at least [30 feet thick.

Immediately north of the Baragoi river at the edge of the volcanic outcrop. and
continuing northwards at least as far as the escarpment east of Emuru Etuku in the
north of the area. are quartz pebble sheets. some clearly redeposited one or more times.
West of Nachola the Basement System surface is irregular and hollows are filled with
quartz pebbles overlain by calcareous grit and thin basalt lava. with more quartz
pebbles above.

North of the Baragoi river the sediments are generally not more than 20 feet thick
and dip westwards at angles between 2 and 7 degrees. The sediments are characterised
by their poor bedding. small degree of sorting and their arenaeeous character. They are
probably torrential sediments and swept into hollows in the sub—Miocene peneplain.

't‘hese sediments are closely comparable to those described by Shackleton (1946.
pp. 27-29) from the Nanyuki-Maralal area. No fossils were found in the present area.
but Shackleton (0]). (it, p. 28) found Dcinut/wrium hobleyi Andrews in sediments
beneath the Rumuruti Phonolites near Kirimun. and concluded that the sediments are
of Miocene age.

Similar deposits. the 'l‘urkana grits. though generally thicker and more extensive
are widespread in Turkana. and have been described by Fuchs (1939. pp. 228-23“.
Arambourg ((1943, pp. 161—171). who called the grits the Lubur Serier). and by Mason
and Gibson (1957. pp. 17-23).

There can be little doubt that the Turkana Grits are Miocene in age, and it is
probable that the sub-volcanic sediments of the Baragoi area and of the sub-volcanic
sediments Nanyuki-Maralal area are the equivalents of the Turkana Grits on the east
side of the Rift Valley. Mason and Gibson (1957. p. 23) correlated their Tiati Grits
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with the Miocene sub-volcanic sediments described by Shackleton, and tentatively
regard the Turkana Grits of the Kolossia-Tiati area as pre—Miocene. This view is
probably mistaken, for the sub—volcanic sediments of the Samburu area are composed
exclusively of material derived from the Basement System. whereas the Tiati Grits
Series is composed of volcanic material.

(2‘) PURI’IIYRI'IK' BASAL'IS AM) TUl-‘IS (SAMBURL' State‘s)

These volcanics rest directly on the sub-volcanic sediments between two and
H miles north of Logorgor and are overlain by the Rumuruti Phonolites which extend
southwards to form the Lopet plateau. 'l‘hey thin towards the north, and at a point
three miles north—north-east of Napung hill augite basalts of the later basalt formation
rest directly on only a thin porphyritic basalt. Further north, in the Kangetet valley
and on Emuru Etuku hill no porphyritic basalts are found4the stratigraphically higher
olivine and augite basalts rest directly on the Basement System.

The main outcrop of the prophyritic basalts and tull‘ is in the Naori river basin.
an area of comparatively low-lying ground between phonolite plateaux. They develop
their greatest observed thickness here. a thickness not exceeding 400 feet of exposed
lavas and tutl's, and because of their low dip it is likely that the unexposed part of the
succession is not in excess of 200 to 300 feet. They thin rapidly eastwards, and where
they reappear beneath the phonolites east of Lodopal they are scarcely 100 feet thick
and must rapidly taper out north of Logorgor.

’l‘he basalts and tutfs on and south-east of Morilem hill and the sediments on which
they rest have the following successionzi

feet
It). Grey basalt .. .. .. .. c.40
9. Vesicular purple basalt . c.50
8. Cherty limestone with silicified tree trunks 6~8

Basalt and tulT formation 7. Dark grey basalt . . . . . . . . c.lS
6. Coarse sands .. .. .. . . . . 341
5. Dark green tutf . . . . . . l0
4. Black porphyritie basalt . . . . . . c.30

3. Fine white sands c. 8
Sub-volcanic sediments . . 2. Friable olive—grey clay . . . . c. 2

l. Conglomeratic grit .. .. .. .. 3

(Basement System)

The succession is approximately 150 feet thick and the sediments interbedded with the
volcanic rocks were found to extend some five or six miles southwards, but are very
variable from place to place. Resting on the black porphyritic basalt at various localities
are reddish brown ash beds, butt and green clays with thin green chert beds, quartz
pebble sheets and in one locality. immediately below the overlying phonolites are
90 ft. of bufl‘ fine-grained sands.

In the Baragoi valley north of Logorgor water-laid sediments are absent and the
sequence consists of thin brick—red tulls, purplish grey agglomerates with rounded
pumice fragments and pale grey and reddish grey porphyritic basalts. One of the
basalts (specimen 27/333), from the bank of the Baragoi seven miles north of Logorgor.
is composed of straw-coloured basic plagioclase phenocrysts up to one centimetre long
in a matrix containing small plagioclase microphenocrysts. augite granules and lath-like
plagioclasc. Limonite staining accounts for the reddish colour of the rock.
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At the confluence of the Naori and Baragoi rivers the upper part of the basalt-lull
sequence is well exposed in tilted fault-blocks. High up in the cliff overlooking the river
confluence is a distinctive brick-red ash. which is repeatedly seen near the top of the
formation. Below this ash is a number of basaltic lavas and tufls. and at river-level the
lavas are seen to be purplish grey rocks with many vesicles containing coarse calcite
crystals. In the Nagiss river a little way to the south. the sequence is mainly of deep
reddish brown tutls. grey agglomerates and thin grey compact basalts without pheno-
crysts.

In the Naori river section itself the sequence is seen to be composed largely of
tulls. Reddish tutts occur immediately beneath the phonolites at the western end of
the section and are seen at intervals forming the tops of the hills on either side of the
valley. Beneath the tufi‘s are several thin basalts which overlie a thick grey agglomerate
with more thin basalts beneath. The lowest of these lavas are brownish grey and
highly fractured. with yellowish calcite veins in the fractures.

There is a considerable similarity between the basalts they are mostly rather pale
brownish grey. leached and altered rocks with much calcite in vesicles and veins.
Specimens 27/319B. from the Naori-Baragoi river confluence. 27/259 from the Naori
valley three miles east of the confluence. and specimen 27/329 from beneath the
phonolites six miles east of the confluence contain numerous frequently corroded
plagioclase phenocrysts up to three millimetres in length in matrices of plagioclase laths
and pyroxene pseudomorphs. Limonite occurs throughout and masks the ferro-
magnesian mineral. Vesicles are lined with limonite and chalcedony and have cores of
calcite. Minute rcplacive patches with a spherulitic green chloritie mineral are common.
In a slice of specimen 27/3193 small amounts of analeite occur in the matrix.

The porphyritic basalts and tutls strongly resemble the Samburu Series which
Shackleton found in the Nanyuki-Maralal area south of the Baragoi area. Both
formations underlie the phonolites, have a few porphyritie basalts and are composed
largely of tutf (Shackleton. 1946, pp. 29-31). Shackleton's name for his series is some-
what misleading, as he himself pointed out, for it does not outcrop in Samburu country
but in the western parts of the administrative Samburu area which is occupied by
Turkana. and in any case the greater part of the “Samburu” hills to which Shackleton
referred (the Napung ridge) are composed of basalts which are distinctly younger than
the Samburu Series and its supposed equivalents in the Baragoi area.

(3) THE RUMURUTI PHONOLITES AND Turns
Phonolites form the upstanding Lopet. Nagippi and Logorgor plateaux and occur

on dipping fault»blocks along the course of the Baragoi river and in the Nanganya-
m-onyen valley. They thin northwards and eastwards, and are not present north of
latitude 1° 50’ N.

The lowest part of the phonolite sequence is composed of tufts. which are variable
in thickness and character. In the Baragoi river north of Logorgor they consist of a
lower reddish brown agglomeratic tuil and an upper green-grey tufi, the whole being
at least 200 ft. thick. These tufts are present in the lower part of the phonolite escarp-
ment from the vicinity of Logorgor round to the building-stone quarries by the roadside
west of Tipaku. The reddish tufts are absent from the quarries and only reappear in
one place in the escarpment south of Tipaku.

At the north—eastern end of the Kalamudang plateau the sequence below the
phonolite is as follows:~

(Phonolite) feel
(4') Pale yellow-brown tutls with pumice and gneiss fragments .. .. 30
(3) Greyish-brown tull with phonolite fragments .. .. .. 35
(ll Localized bright green tufl‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
(ll Quartz pebbles (sub-volcanic sediments) . . . . . . . . 4

(Basement System)
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The Hills exposed on the south face of the Nagippi plateau are up to 150 ft. thick.
and are mainly pale yellow-brown in colour. with occasional agglomeratic bands. They
can be followed round the escarpment and appear to be continuous with the Emuru
Abenyo tull's and the Naramarsiro tutl‘s. At Emuru Abcnyo the tull‘s are about l00 It.
thick; the junction of the tull‘s with the Basement System slopes north-westwards from
this point and southwards towards the Lakwarsignen river. for the altitude of the base
of the tolls is 4.738 ft. on Emuru Abenyo. and 3.808 ft. in the Lakwarsigncn river.
South of the Lakwarsigncn the junction again rises to 4.616 ft. on the north-east face
of Naramarsiro. The reason [or this rapid variation in the altitude of the contact is not
apparent. but is probably bound up with the occurrence of altered phonolites at the
base of the tull‘ in the Lakwarsignen gorge and in the Nangormirie gorge. and may
be due to deposition on an uneven surface.

The sequence in the l.akwarsignen river and in the sides of its gorge is as follows:

to) Porphyritic phonolites.
(5) Brown tull.
(4) Reddish brown altered phonolite.
(3) Massive pale grey or reddish brown pumice tull‘.
(2) Grey agglomerate with thin phonolites.
(l) Pale green grey phonolite.

(Basement System)

The thickness from the baSe of the porphyritic phonolites to the base of the lowest
phonolite is approximately 160 ft. yet five miles to the south-southeast the succession
consists of two massive beds of toll which are over LOUU ft. thick with two or three
thin phonolites at the base. These thick tolls on Naramarsiro are similar to the pale
grey or reddish brown toll of the lakwarsignen section and the tufl' on Emuru Abenyo
hill.

The tull's of Naramarsiro and limuru Abcnyo ridge are represented by specimens
27.1'33‘) and 27/344 respectively. the lirst being a pale reddish brown patchy lull, hard.
compact. poorly bedded with pale yellowish brown irregular bodies that in this section
are seen to be composed of a mineral in spherulitic aggregates. The groundmass in
both specimens is microcrystalline to glassy. with felspar prisms which have been
reduced to microcrystallinc aggregates. Minute angular to rounded felspar iiiclUsions
occur. Specimen 27/344 in particular shows a marked parallel texture. with alkali
l'elspars recrystalliaed as aggregates, Both specimens are probably welded tulls of
phonolitie composition.

On the plateau surfaces the phonolites weather into rounded boulders with a light
brown skin, but the commonest type of phonolite is a hard dark greenish grey rock
with a tendency to fiaggy or lissile outcrop. The most widespread variety has few
anorthoclase phenocrysts up to one centimetre in diameter. and no nepheline is visible
in hand-specimens. The other phonolites are glomero-porphyritic. the individual
phenocrysts reaching two to three centimetres in length. Such phonolites occur in the
hills above Logobuk springs. on the plateau west and north—west of Logorgor, and six
miles east of Logorgor overlying the normal poorly porphyritic variety.

Microscopically the phonolites are all much alike. The groundmasses have a
characteristically mottled appearance due to the occurrence of scattered interstitial
green aegirine and dark brown pleochroic cossyrite. Stout prisms, or more rarely, lath-
like crystals of soda-orthoclase are abundant. the interspaces being filled by the ferro-
magnesian minerals and localized patches of isotropic analcite. Microphenocrysts of
nepheline are abundant in some slices. for instance specimen 27/334 from the isolated
phonolite plateau three and three—quarter miles south-west of Nachola. The nepheline
occurs as euhcdral turbid crystals. frequently crowded with minute orthoclase prisms.
Microphenocrysts of euhedral green augite occur sparingly in most of the thin sections.
Reddish brown erossyritc is typical and is developed in most of the rocks.
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Near the top of the phonolite sequence in the gorge of the lower Baragoi river in
the vicinity ol' Akangaurak. there is a distinctive reddish phonolitc lava that was
mapped in several localities. lt invariably overlies a bright brick—red tull‘ and usually
l'orms a resistant feature. The tuil and lava occur in the long precipitous Lolgurio
escarpment through which both the Baragoi and Nanganyamonyen rivers flow in deep
gorges at the western edge of the area. West of Akangaurak the lava is overlain by
augite basalts of the succeeding formation. but locally one or two thin phonolite flows
intervene betxveen the reddish lava and the overlying augite basalts. An identical lava
occurs at the base and at the top of the thick series of reddish brown and brown tull‘s
and agglomerates which form the pediment of the Akangoramiriek plateau. 'l he reddish
lavas vary from reddish grey to pale reddish brown in colour. and contain small felspar
phenocrysts Mici'osmpically they are all alike. having a fine»grained matrix of stout
orthoclase laths and prisms between which is abundant analcite. limonitic films and
patches appear to have replaced the ferromagnesian minerals and give the rocks their
colour. Representatives of this type of phonolite are specimen 27/321. from the
Baragoi river at Akangaurak. and specimen 271326. from the northeast side of the
Akangoramiriek plateau.

The Akangoramiriek red tolls and phonolites form a sequence about 700 ft. thick
at the northern end of the plateau. No ttit‘f-agglomerate beds of similar thickness occur
in the Baragoi river immediately to the north. and. in the absence of conclusive evidence.
these tuiTs are equated with the Naramarsiro—Emuru Abenyo tull‘s. and placed in the
middle of the phonolite sequence of the south-western part of the area.

(4) LAKE BEDS AND lN'ltERBEDDED Vouaxirs

In the narrow valley two and a half miles north—west of Akangaurak are exposures
of bedded sediments. Similar sediments are extensively developed on Waitiakwel hill
and in the vicinity (see Plate 1, fig. 2). The beds extend northwards and southwards
over a considerable distance~southwards as far as the south-west corner of the area.
but northwards they scent to disappear before reaching the Kongia—lichua Etom area.

The relationship between the sediments in the valley two and a half miles north-
west of Akangaurak and the adjacent lavas is complicated by faulting. The sediments
dip at 35 degrees to the north-east. whereas the lavas dip at approximately 10 degrees
to the west. The sediments consist almost exclusively of reworked volcanic material.
with one interbcdded basalt. The succession is as follows:~

feet
('6‘) Brick-red gravels. bull sands. white silts .. .. .. .. 80
(5) Yellow—brown volcanic sands with pumice fragments .. .. 40
t4) Lava conglomerate with gravel beds . . . . . . . . . . 25
(3) Grey-brown ashes with diatomaceous bands .. ,. .. 60
(2) Grey porphyritic basalt . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
(l) Purplish grey gravcls and silts .. .. .. .. ., .. 25

Total 150

On Waitiakwel hill there is a thickness of approximately 350 ft. of sediments.
ashes and tulls resting on basalt. The sediments here include bull porcellaneous clays
and olive-green. pale grey-green and brown silty clays with narrow bands of water-
worn pumice pebbles. These are interbedded with brick-red agglomerates and tulls.
Above the sediments are two basalt flows. one with l‘elspar phenocrysts and the other
with olivine and augite phenocrysts.
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The sediments of the Lolgurio area and the Nanganyamonyen valley were not
examined but their continuity with the beds in the vicinity of Waitiakwel is obvious
from the aerial photographs. In the upper Nanganyamonyen valley they are drawn as
if directly overlying the phonolitcs. but this relationship was not proved in the field and
the situation may easily be complicated by faulting. Nevertheless the lake beds are
provisionally placed at or near the base of the porphyritic olivine and augite basalts.

The presence within the sediments of water—worn gravels. graded sands and finely
bedded clays proves that they are sub-aqueous deposits. in part at least. The beds
probably accumulated in shallow basins on the volcanic surface. the deposition being
lacustrine and fiuviatile in (litl‘erent places.

It is tempting to suggest a correlation between these lake beds and the Kamasian
lake beds of the Baringo basin (Fuchs. 1950). The Kamasian lake beds occur at the
base of the Laikipian basalts and overlie a phonolitic series (Gregory. I921. pp. 107-
lt)9)~~ra moderately good parallel with the present area. The greatest difficulty facing
this correlation is the fact that if the lake beds of the Waitiakwel—Lolgurio area are
regarded as Kamasian and middle Pleistocene in age. then the superposed basalts and
the 'l‘irr 'l‘irr Series must be regarded as middle and upper Pleistocene and the post
Tirr Tirr Series faults become very young. Since the fiuviatile and lacustrine beds itt
the Suguta valley are possibly late Pleistocene. and are clearly very much younger than
the volcanic rocks. the bulk of the evidence suggests that the lake beds of the
Waitiakwel-Lolgurio area cannot be younger than the lower Pleistocene. and it follows
that they are not of Kamasian age. in spite of the close parallel with the Bat‘ingo
Kamasian.

(5) PORPHYRITK‘ OLIVINE AND AUGITE BASALTS (LAIKIPIAN BASALrs'P)

'l‘he olivine and augite basalts that occupy a considerable part of the north—western
section of the area form the thickest sequence within the Tertiary volcanics. They
overstep the Rumuruti Phonolites and the Samburu Basalts going to the north. where
they rest directly on the Basement System. The formation appears to thin rapidly
southwards. and was not identified by Shackleton ([946) in the northern part of his
area. In the north-western part of the area the basalts dip at angles up to I5 degrees
to the west-north-west. and pass beneath the sub-horizontal lavas of the Tirr Tirr Series.
which overlie it with unconformity.

The sequence is repeated by normal faults. bttt the lavas are so much alike that
it is impossible to establish any detailed succession. The lowest lavas. however. are
invariably dark grey hard basalts with abundant augite phenocrysts. hackly fracture
and bouldery outcrop. such as are excellently exposed on the Napung ridge The
dipping lava sheets do not form fiat—topped plateaux as do the phonolites. but build
chains of irregular hills covered with Eup/mrliiu (‘lIHtfu/(Ihl‘ll.

'I‘ufis are absent from the lower part of the formation but between Morilem.
Napung and Aka Aiteputh a number of thin basalts devoid of phenocrysts separate
the porphyritic basalts.

West of the head-streams of the Ayena Alurkan river the nature of the lavas
changes they become thinner and tutl's occur. Basalts with olivine phenocrysts become
common and are interbeddcd with augitc basalts. Occasionally a basalt with both
olivine and augite phenocrysts is seen. Crystal tutl‘s occur as thin beds among the lavas
and south of Echua [itom dykcs and sills of columnar basalt invade the lavas and tufts
as inclined sheets. The dykes are emplaced along planes normal to the surfaces of the
lavas i.e. they dip steeply eastwards. suggesting that they were vertical when the lavas
were horizontal. Many of the basalts are strongly vesicular. even seoriaccous. and
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contain many narrow veins and spots of coarse white calcite. At one place near the
Echua Etom springs a basalt breccia of six- to nine-inch fragments in a coarse crystal-
line calcite matrix was found. and together with local reversals of dip suggest the
presence of a fault.

In the vicinity of the Kongia wells and springs the basalts contain felspar pheno-
crysts and are somewhat more massive and lighter in colour than those further to the
east.

On the cliffs around the alluvial fan of the Nitelejo river and also near Kanganya
the base of the Tirr Tirr Series is exposed. The basalts beneath the Tirr Tirr Series
clip at angles up to 18 degrees. and are of the variety with felspar phenocrysts. Between
kanganya and Lowoi. along the base of the escarpment at the western margin of Tirr
'l'irr. the basalts outcrop sporadically in fault-blocks capped by a fissile trachyte lava
of the Tirr Tirr Series. The basalts here are mostly dark blocky rocks with augite
phenocrys‘ts. olivine phenocrysts or both. North of I..owoi it seems as if the Tirr Tirr
Series extends down to the level of the Suguta valley—no basalts appear in the escarp-
ments.

The base of the basalts formation can be clearly seen along the east face of the
Emuru Etuku hills. The exposed thickness of basalts here is not more than 400 ft..
and the lavas arc intcrbeddcd porphyritic augite basalts and basalts without pheno-
crysts. Similar basalts also outcrop at the south-west extremity of the Emuru Akirim
plateau. where they occur as a thin wedge beneath the horizontal Tirr Tirr Series
basalt which caps the plateau (.rce Fig. 8).

Stocks of augite basalt were found in two places, one in the upper Kangetet river
valley six miles north of Napung. and another in the Lopurr river at Sibukwe. The
former has excellent horizontal columnar jointing (Plate ll. fig. 2).

Petrographically the basalts are all much alike except for variations in the nature
and amount of phenocrysts. Basie plagioclasc and small anhedral augite micropheno~
crysts occur in a typically basaltic groundmass consisting of plagioclase. augite granules
and iron ore grains. Some also contain olivine phenocrysts which attain one centi—
metre in diameter. and a small amount of olivine as minute granules is frequently
found in the matrix. Among the more weathered reddish coloured basalts, such as
those east of the Echua Etom springs. the smaller olivine granules are altered to
iddingsite. In a few of the basalts there is an isotropic mineral of low refractive index
between the plagioelase prisms of the groundmass. This may be analcite. and is
indicative of an alkali tendency among some of the basalts.

There is a marked similarity between these basalts and the Laikipian Basalts of
the Nycri. Nanyuki and Mukogodo—l.oldaika areas. The Laikipian Basalts are also
dense dark rocks with hackly fracture. containing olivine and augite phenocrysts and
with a tendency to columnar structure (Shackleton. 1945. pp. 3—4; I946. pp. 38—39).
Both formations rest on the Rumuruti Phonolites.

(6) Tum Tum SFRIi's
'l'he Tirr 'l‘irr Series is composed of basalts and trachytes. The series, which is at

least 1000 ft. thick as exposed in the escarpments overlooking the Suguta valley. thins
to approximately lttt) ft. on the Emuru Akirim plateau. where only a single flow. a
basalt. is exposed. The upper surface of the ’l’irr 'l‘irr plateau is composed of trachyte.
which outcrops as rounded boulders. but below this in the western and northern parts.
are several other flows. the nature of which is not known. Along the eastern margin
of the plateau the series consists only of a trachyte overlying two basalts. the lower of
which is similar to the basalt on Emuru Akirim. At Lowoi. on the west. basic trachyte
occur as numbers of thin flows with intervening lofts. and are frequently capped by a
massive olivine basalt that forms the surface of the fault—blocks.
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The lavas forming the 'l'irr Tirr plateau can be seen to rest with marked uncon-
forinity on the dipping basalts beneath. Viewing the plateau from the east this relation-
ship is not obvious. but on traversing the valleys on the east side of the plateau the
unconformity is easily seen high on the face of the escarpment (fig. 8). The nnconformity
is also readily visible among the fault-blocks at the western edge of the plateau. in the
escarpments overlooking the Sugnta valley.

Petrographically the basalts of Emuru Akirim. the east Tirr Tirr scarp and the
basal {lows near Lowoi are very similar. They are medium grey, paler than the olivine
and augite basalts of the preeeeding formations, and with a tendency to irregular
fracture. Altered reddish brown olivine phenocrysts are common but felspar pheno-
crysts are rare and only reach five to six millimetres in length. Under the microscope
the matrix is seen to be typically basaltic—small basic plagioclase prisms, purplish
augite granules and abundant iron ore grains occur. Augite micro-phenocrysts are
common. and olivine occurs as patchily distributed, locally abundant small granules
partly or completely altered to iddingsite. Examples of these rocks are specimen
27l3l3. from the edge of the ’l‘irr 'l'irr plateau opposite Emuru Etukn. and specimen
27,314. from the south-western extremity of the Emuru Akirim plateau.

The trachytes closely resemble the basalts in the field being greenish in tone and
only slightly lighter in colour. and having a tendency to form fissile outcrops. In thin
section (specimens 27/300 and 27,801. from Lowoi and four miles south—east of Lowoi
respectively) they are distinctive rocks with light green aegirine miero»phenocrysts,
scattered alkali felspar phenoerysts. and groundmasses of oligoelase prisms showing a
fiuidal texture. Small elongated purplish augites occur in the felspathic matrix together
with iron ore dust in the intcrgranular spaces. Both the rocks mentioned are rather
basic alkali trachytes.

'l‘he 'l‘irr 'l‘irr Series is faulted by a system of closely-spaced parallel faults of
moderate throw, downthrowing eastwards over the greater part of the plateau, but
westwards along its western edge. The series dips at angles up to three degrees west—
imrth—westwards over much of the plateau. but is nearly horizontal along its eastern
edge. The Emuru Akirim plateau is practically horizontal and is affected by only a
few faults of minor throw. The difference in height between the base of the series on
the west face of the Emuru Akirim plateau and the east face of the Tirr Tirr plateau
is due to the tilting and consequent depression of the ’l‘irr 'l’irr plateau relative to the
Emuru Akirim plateau.

The Tirr Tirr Series was erupted after the greater part of the westward tilting that
affected the older volcanic rocks had taken place and before the faulting. It is possible
that the Eniuruagiring quartz trachyte referred to by Shackleton (1946. pp. 39—40) is of
the same age as the 'I'irr ‘l‘irr Series. for it forms a flat faulted plateau resting with
obvious unconl'ormity on dipping phonolites and basalts. The Tirr Tirr plateau extends
northwards towards the eastern end of the Barrier range at the south end of Lake
Rudolf. a range composed of phonolitcs and phonolitic trachytes much older than the
very recent volcanics that occur about the Teleki and Likaiyu volcanoes (Champion.
l937. pp. 169-172). The lavas of the Barrier are extensively faulted in a fashion
similar to the Tirr Tirr Series. and are shown on a map by Fuchs (1939. Plate 32*) as
lower and middle Pleistocene basalts and trachytes.

* On Fuchs‘ map the area immediately west and south—west of Mount Nyiro is incorrectly shown as
composed of Basement System rocks. It is in fact formed by a plateau of Tirr Tirr lavas dipping

gently northwards.
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(7) OLIVINE BASAL'I 5

East. north and north-west of Soitoniron are several small areas of olivine basalt.
in the form of a discontinuous thin lava sheet and small stocks. The lava sheet occurs
at an altitude of 4.200 11., 250 ft. above the bed of the nearby Baragoi river. and is
thin, probably no thicker than 15 ft.. and rests on a uniform surface sloping gently
westwards. This surface is at much the same level as the sub-Miocene peneplain in
this vicinity. but this can not be taken as indicative of the age of the basalts. for the
sub~Miocenc surface has been protected from erosion by the ‘l‘ertiary lavas. The basalts
occur in the form of rounded boulders and large blocks split by curved joints. Locally
they contain minute felspar phenoerysts but commonly the phenocrysts are only visible
under the microscope Specimen 371228. from the southern edge of the largest of the
basalt outcrops north—west of Soitoniron. is a compact dark brownish grey faintly
mottled rock with scattered vesicles filled with calcite. In thin section it is seen to
contain small glomero—porphyritic groups composed of basic plagioclase (labradorite
Altml and poorly formed augite grains. The augite grains seem to adhere to the
margins of the plagioclase grains. The groundmass contains purplish augite and olivine
micro-phenocrysts in a matrix of plagioclase microlitcs with augite and iron ore granules.

Two small stocks occur in the lower part of the Lanana river in the south—east part
of the area. They were not visited. but are believed to be formed of similar basalts.

The basalt near Soitoniron was referred to by Shackleton (1946. p. 39) and has
already been mentioned on p. 6 of this report. As there stated the writer hesitates
to correlate this basalt with the Laikipian basalts as described by Gregory (1921.
pp. 204—305: see also Shackleton. 1946, p. 38). as was suggested by Shackleton (up. ('17..
p. 39). It is probably a much younger rock. perhaps middle or upper Pleistocene. and
of the same age as the basalts which occur on the end-Tertiary peneplain cast of the
Musei mountains (cf. Dixey. 19-18. pp. 7—8).

(8) Ft.uv1.-\'ru.e AND Lacuslamr; Swimmers

These beds include a number of isolated occurrences of t‘luviatile and lacustrinc
deposits formed at the time when the Suguta valley was occupied by a lake of consider
able size. Immediately west of Kongia springs there are fluviatile terraces composed of
silts, gravels and boulder beds of volcanic material up to 75 ft. in thickness. the upper
surface of the terrace being at approximately 1.800 ft.. 400 ft. above the floor of the
Suguta valley one and a half miles to the west. These deposits must have been formed
at a time when the Suguta valley was occupied by a lake reaching 250 to 300 ft. above
the present valley floor.

Immediately north of Kanganya. a small exposure of bedded brick-red volcanic
gravel appears to be a relic of lake beds that occupied a part of the Suguta valley. On
the side of the entrance to the Nitelejo gorge also laminated clays with boulder beds
are banked against a slope of lava boulders at a height of about 150 ft. above the
valley floor.

Extensive river terraces occur in the Nanganyamonyen valley in the SOUIItfiV‘L‘SlCl‘It
part of the area. These were not visited during the survey but aerial photographs show
at least three well marked terraces reaching a height of several hundred feet above the
floor of the valley on its western side.

The occurrence of these terraces and remnants of lake beds. together with the
flight of beach terraces which was observed in the distance on the western side of the
Suguta valley. prove that the valley was occupied by a lake. This lake must have been
connected, directly or indirectly. with lake Rudolf. The beds are. therefore. regarded
as ranging from middle Pleistocene to Recent age (cf. Fuchs. 1939. pp. 247—254).
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(9) BASALT (7). SUGUTA VALLEY

During compilation of the geological map after the field survey was completedit was found that a small part of a very recent lava flow occurs in the north-westernextremity of the area. The Suguta river could not be crossed at the time of the survey
due to floods and the lava was not examined. The flow originates from a small
breached cone on the west side of the valley and flows eastwards. covering an area of
live or six square miles. Concentric structures on its surface. the lack of vegetation.
and its fresh appearance suggest that it is a very recent lava. possibly of the same age
as the flows from Telelsi and Likaiyu volcanoes at the south end of Lake Rudolf
(Champion, 1937. pp. ifs-1409).

3. Superficial Deposits
The soils of the El Barta plains are reddish brown and sandy and with occasional

layers of quart.7 pebbles. In some streams the lower part of the soil is seen to be full
of small kunkar nodules. In the more eroded areas the soils are essentially fine sand
on the surface. the liner soil fraction having been washed into the shallow valleys where
the soils are brown to grey and clay-like.

In the northeast corner of the area. on the end—Tertiary erosion surface. the
surface material is unconsolidated sand of considerable depth.

The volcanic plateau); are covered by lava rubble and thin dusty reddish brown
soil with dark clay patches in hollows and other places of poor drainage. In the more
dissected parts of the volcanic area soil is scarce. and superficial material is largely
lava fragments of various sizes with little tine material.

The superficial deposits of the Suguta valley are gravcls and boulder beds forming
the outwash fans of the rivers. The central part of the valley consists of very fine
pale reddish brown clay that exhibits large drying cracks.

V—M ETA MORPHISM AND GRANITIZATION
The physio-chemical conditions governing the formation of the metamorphic

complex of the Baragoi area dill'er only in detail from those postulated for other areas.
The rocks of the present area are regarded as having been derived from a crudelylayered sequence of basic igneous roclxs intercalated with sediments such as limestones.
shales and sandstones. These became depressed deep into the earth‘s crust and were
subjected to regional metamorphism. folding and granitization. These three processes
occurred in the order written. but overlapped considerably in time.

The regional metamorphism. which was syntectonic with the earlier stages of
deformation. gave rise to a banded crystalline rock mass of medium grade of meta-
morphism. The co—existcnce of calcite and quartz in certain limestones sets an upper
limit to the pressure-tentperature conditions reached. which were appropriate to the
staurolite-kyanite sub—facies of the amphibolite facies (Turner. I948. pp. SLSS). The
absence of sillimanite and rarity of pyroxenes suggests that temperatures were moderate.
Shear inhibited the formation of the typical "contact" or anti—stress minerals such as
andalusite and cordierite. and was responsible for the formation of zoisite from calcic
plagioclase. actinolite from hornblende and other strictly retrogressive ell‘ects such as
the formation of chlorite-magnetite schists in response to falling temperature.

The paragencses among the derivatives of the basic igneous rocks are essentially
retrogrcssivc (cf. Wiscman. 1934) and were "triggered" by shear. 'l he adjustment ofthese rocks to amphibolite facies conditions is usually complete: assemblages not inequilibrium are rare and relic minerals scarce. Whereas the above transformations of
a reirogressive nature took place at the height of regional metamorphism. the other
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retrogressive effects such as the formation of chlorite schists took place during the
period of declining temperature. and both these must be distinguished from hydro-
thermal alterations such as resulted in the formation of talc. serpentine and calcite in
the metamorphosed ultra—basic rocks.

No significant variations in the grade of metamorphism are noticeable in the area.
not even in the migmatite zones or in the proximity to intrusive granites. This suggests
that granitization and granitic intrusion contributed little or none of the heat required
for regional metamorphism (Turner. 1948. pp. 29l-293).

It is a common observation that granitization zones are also zones of complex
structure. and it is also clear that structure largely controlled the position of granitiza—
tion centres such as the Morilcm hornblende migmatite area in the core of the Morilem
syncline, the migmatites in the Atagirion anticline. and in the complex area west of
Ngoriche hill. It follows that granitiaation was most easily effected in the most
deformed rocks and that the main folds in the area were in being before the granitiza-
tion reached its maximum. The form of minor structures within the granitizcd areas.
however, is also complex and often distinctive. and it follows that these are due to
inherent structural peculiarities of the migmatites. and were formed at the height of
granitization. The migmatites behaved as b-tectonites throughout their formation. and
it is only where they exhibit definite intrusive features that they appear to have deformed
by viscous as opposed to plastic flow.

The process of granitization is envisaged as taking place by the following sequence
of events:#

(1) Formation of segregation pegmatites; much of the material required for the
process being derived from the adjacent metamorphic rocks.

(2) Soda metasomatism: permeation of the rocks by alkaline watervrich fluids
resulting in oligoclase porphyroblast gneisses locally.

(3) Potash metasomatism supersedes the soda metasomatism: growth of mierocline
in intergranular spaces: transformations such as hornblende + basic plagio-
clase ——> biotite + epidote + oligoclase + microcline + quartz are character—
istic. In semi-pelitic rocks the process is one of simple felspathization.

(4) Formation of hornblende and biotite granitoid gneisses and granites, some of
which become mobilized and intrusive.

(5) Injection of aplite and pegmatite dykes.

In the scheme outlined above granitization is seen as the process leading to the
formation of intrusive granites rather than the reverse process. which is that intrusion of
granite is responsible for the granitization. The close textural and compositional simi-
larity of the more intensely granitized rocks to the mobilized granites. a similarity noted
also by Schoeman (1951. p. I7), is confirmation of this View. This similarity extends
even to the aplites. which are remarkable in retaining the replacement textures
characteristic of the migmatites. These textures are referred to by Marmo (1955. p. 432)
as characteristic of syntectonic granites. in which microcline develops in intergranular
spaces as small vermieular bodies in process of enlarging themselves by replacing
plagioclase and quartz. A common stage. which is seen in the aplites and tine—grained
granites. is when the microcline forms a “mesh“ enclosing individual grains and aggre—
gates of grains of plagioclase and quartz. A further stage is seen in the Baragoi
granites and granitoid gncisscs. The microcline “mesh" locally replaces the included
grains completely and amalgamates to form porphyroblastic crystals crowded with
inclusions.
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Whereas the migmatites are definitely syntectonic, the intrusives derived from them
show comparatively little evidence of deformation. Among the rocks produced by
granitization there is an easily detectable sequence in which deformative effects decrease
markedly, as follows:—

(I) Migmatites (always strongly deformed).
(2) Rheomorphic granitoid migmatites.
(3) Granite dykes and bosses.
(4) Aplites.
(5) Pegmatites (rarely deformed).

The aplites are frequently faintly foliated; the pegmatites very rarely so. and it appears
that deformation decreased steadily during the intrusive phase.

VI—STRUCTURE

1. Structures in the Precambrian Rocks

Because of good exposure over most of the area and the comparative simplicity of
the larger structures. it proved possible to determine the nature of the megascopie
structures in the field. and to confirm them by means of geometrical analysis of foliation
and lineation. A high degree of similarity was observed between macroscopic and
megascopie tectonic style throughout the area. but it was also found that. whereas the
megascopic structure viewed on the Scale of the area as a whole is simple. the macro-
scopic structure observed on single exposures was locally complex. There is, therefore.
contrary to the general rule. an increase of structural homogeneity with increase in
scale.

Definition of some of the structural terms used in the following discussion is
desirable to avoid confusion. The term foliarion is employed throughout in its broadest
non-genetic sense. is synonymous with schistosity, and is used to “. . . cover all those
megascopically conspicuous parallel fabrics of metamorphic origin which impart a
definite fissibility to the rocks in which they occur . . (Turner. 19-18. p. 275).
Foliation can conveniently be symbolized by S. S. and S._. to denote the order of
formation of foliations in rocks containing several t'oliations. S, or S2 may not have
the same tectonic significance in adjacent exposures. however. and such distinctions are
valid only for the field described. usually a single exposure.

Linen/ion is defined as any linear element in the fabric of a metamorphic rock.
and it follows that it is generally formed on foliation surfaces in rocks that have.
suffered penetrative deformation and is usually of three main types, which are described
and discussed by Turner and Verhoogcn (l95l, pp. 533-534).

(ll Mrosscomc STRUCTURES

The megaseopie structure of the area is dominated by the Morilem synclinc. a
large fold of comparatively simple character near its closure in the south-east of the
area. and which becomes locally overturned in the vicinity of Nagiss and Gelai. The
syncline plunges towards the north—north—west at an angle between 20 and 30 degrees
near the nose of the fold, but north of a line joining Uass Aibarr mountain in the cast
to Tipaku in the south-centre of the area. the plunge is reversed and is to the south-
southcast. Towards the northern part of the area the syncline passes into a series of
folds plunging at shallow angles generally southwards. From west to cast the folds of
this northern part of the area are (Fig. 16, at end):—

(I) The Atagirion complex anticline; broad and complex fold with steep western
limb and dimpled crest.

(2) The Kowop folds; characterised by compressed steep 1imbs~ the folds are of
“concertina” style.
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(3) The shallow Soit Olbayen syncline.
(4) The Butabut anticline.
t5) The Koitolml syncline. \xltich is characterised by two reversals of plunge,

Koitokol having a “canoe shaped" structure.
Among the relatively minor north-north-westerly plunging structures in the limbs

of the Morilem syncline are the small folds east of Kangura. and the Gurika and
Kileshwa folds northeast of Lesirikan. These are “drag—folds" in the limbs of the
Morilem syncline.

The axial planes of the folds are generally vertical or dip steeply. The folds are
broadly cylindroidal, with locally a tendency to isoclinal style. No thrust faults were
recognized in the area but localized zones of shearing were mapped west and south of
Ngoriche. along the western margin of the Soit Nyiro-(iurika granitoid gnciss zone
and in the migmatitc {one of the Lamerok river.

(2) h‘lALROSL'Ol’K' S'lRlK lURliS

With the exception of some of the plagioclase amphibolites. amphibolites. pegma»
titcs and aplites, most of the metamorphic rocks are foliated to some degree. The
micaceous gneisses are often flaggy with the compositional banding paralleled by
prominent partings. the banding being emphasi7ed by the preferred orientation of
micaccous and prismatic minerals. the latter frequently parallel to the margins of the
larger lock—bodies of undoubted metasedimentary origin such as marbles and some
quartLites. and it appears likely that the principal foliation of the area as a whole
parallels the bedding of the metasedimentary rocks. Numerous cases were observed.
however. where a second foliation had been formed transverse to the regional foliation.
and it. is likely that in many localities a secondary foliation occurs where there is no
evidence to identify it as such.

Folds on the macroscopic scale are plentiful throughout the area. especially in the
micaeeous rocks and in the migmatitcs. They are of two main types: flexural—slip
folds and slip-folds (Turner. 1948. p. 105. p. 173); some of the former are illustrated in
Plate lV. figures I and 2 and in Figure 5).

The tlexural—slip folds are characterized by variability of wave—length. simple
cylindroidal pattern. and by the presence in them of only one foliation which is
paralleled by the planar and linear fabric elements. These folds are the small-scale
counterparts of the megascopic folds, and frequently have minutely corrugated limbs
giving the rocks a fibrous appearance. and yielding a strong lineation. These lincations.
and others due to the stretching out of augen, preferred orientation of amphibole
prisms. and trains of mica flakes on foliation surfaces are invariably parallel to the
axes of these folds on all scales.

The slip—folds are almost excusively confined to areas of migmatization. and dill‘cr
markedly in form from the simple flexural—slip folds (rep Fig. 10). They have a wave-
length rarely exceeding three feet. and seem to have no replica on the megascopie
scale. The foliation defined by the orientation of micas is invariably transverse to the
compositional banding which defines an older foliation. The folding of the composition
(8‘) layers is acute. but the micaeeous foliation (Si) is invariably parallel to the axial
planes of the folds. Comparable folds appear to be widespread among the Moine rocks
of Central Scotland. and King and Rast (1956. fig. 2C. 4A, pp. 246. 250) have figured
identical folds which they attribute to shearing. Folds of this style are formed by the
development of parallel penctrative slip-planes transecting the original foliation of the
rocks. Non~alline slip on these planes gives rise to slip-folds of complex form. Such
folds are frequently rootless and can occasionally only be recognized by the presence
of small arcuate bodies of distinctive appearance in laminated uniform rocks. A faint
lineation is generally observed on the foliation surfaces of slip-folded rocks. and is
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Fig. 9—l)iagrams of flexural-slip folds

invariably parallel to the axes of the slip-folds, being formed by the intersection of the
compositional layering (Si) and the slinplanes (SE). The fold-axes and the lineation
are not usually parallel to the regional fiexural-slip fold-axes on any scale, for the
geometry of the slip-folds is determined solely by the orientation of the planes S. and
.82. which may be fortuitous. This is demonstrated in cross-cutting pcgmatites and
dyltes. In these cases the transeurrcnt pcgmatitcs and dykes which one may assume
were originally planar, have become slip—folded as a result of non-affine slip on the
l‘oliation of the host—rocks. These structures. which are prevalent in migmatitie zones
(see Fig. 9), are very similar to some figured by Shackleton (1946. p. 1-1). and which
he describes as having no evident relation to the regional tectonic pattern. and as being
"unsystematic contortions". Statistical analysis of such structures in the Baragoi area
reveals that locally the slip—folds may be broadly eo—axial over a limited area, and that
the unsystematic appearance of the folding is due to the presence of diverse flexural-
slip and slip-folds in the same exposures.
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Additional complexity is often introduced in migmatite zones and in some otherrocks with a well marked micaccous foliation by deformation by “flattening“ ('l‘urner.IQ—lh’. pp. loo-177.). and Ramberg (1956. pp. 192-193) has convincingly demonstratedthat ptygmatic structures may develop by flattening movements. The structures in thelanana river migmatite (fig. 3) may well have developed by slip and flattening operating
in small overlapping phases. Where such structures are observed monoclinic symmetryis lost and fold forms are orthorhombic or unsystematic. There is thus every gradationof fold forms of ptygmatic style to those of simple slip or shear.

In areas where slip~folding is prevalent it is commonplace to observe that thecomposition layering and foliation are parallel over considerable areas. and that SI andS, can only be differentiated locally. '1 his raises two possibilitiesz—i
tl) Slip on S: has completely reorientated St S, is recognizable only where the

culminations of small slip~folds remain.
[it that no S_. planes developed except in a few zones of complex structure andthat the slip—folds are often modified tlexural slip-folds.

If the first possibility is accepted, one has to assume that the foliation over largeareas bears little relation to the original bedding foliation. This concept would intro—duce considerable complexity into the structure of the area as a whole. a complexitythat does not. in fact. exist, for analysis of the compositional foliation shows that itconforms to the same tectonic style as folded metasedimentary beds. ]t is far more
likely that the slip—folds are developments of tlexural—slip folds. and that the S: foliationis only locally distinct from S. The development of slip~folds in this manner wasnoted in the Baragoi area. and has also been obsetwed in Scotland by King and RastttOSo. p. 194) who suggested that the "shear" folds of south-eastern Cowal developedfrom simple llexural folds.

In Lones of migmatitcs. where the development of mica in plagioclasc amphibolitcsoccurs early in the history of granitization. fiexural-slip folds are the first to form inresponse to deformation. Continued folding takes place in this style until the folds aremore or less isoelinal. with closely compressed sub—parallel limbs and StlltCCZCd outcores. Continued deformation under the effect of the same forces can then only takeplace by flattening (turner. l'JJS. pp. toe—172i. or by shear along the now almostuniformly flat. foliation (S). 'l'ransport by such shear will result in the elongation ofthe limbs of the folds and give rise to a second foliation (SS) in the noses of the folds.At this stage S coincides with S. everywhere except in the nose of the fold. Transporton S: may then attenuate the remnants of S in the nose of the fold and transpose S}into S._.. At this stage all recognizable trace of the tlexual-slip fold has disappeared.What can be detected in the field are the intermediate stages in the destruction of thetlexuraI-slip lit-Ids. Noti-al’linc slip on S: can complicate the form of the original foldat, its closure with the production of a number of smaller cat'inate folds of a distinctive
complex style. The limbs of such folds merge into the adjacent planar foliation andthey appear to be root~less folds. "floating“ in the foliation. Such structures have beenexplained as due to “plastic“ deformation and writers have frequently assumed that therocks in which they occur acquired a mobility approaching that of magma.

A few cases were observed in the Baragoi and Lebanyuki rivers north and north-west of Baragoi where transverse slip—planes (S) are developed that are totally on—related to any preexisting foliation. tn the Baragoi river near the road crossing north«
east of Baragoi, transposition of S. into SE is complete over a zone up to five feet wideand the margin of the slip-zone contains slip-folds indicating the sense of the slip (seeFig. ll). In the Lebanyuki river section, around the granitoid gneiss mass west ofNgoriche, the development of secondary foliation by slip is excellently shown innumerous exposures. Shallow-dipping slip-zones traverse the rocks and are expressedas narrow simple shear-zones, broader zones in which micas are re-orientated into the
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l-‘ig. ll—'l‘mnsposition of inflation by slip. llnragoi R.. one mile north-east of llarugoi

plane of slip, and zones of partial transposition and slipd‘olding in which the original
foliation of the rocks is largely destroyed. Narrow micrope‘gmatite streaks frequently
occupy slip-planes and small-scale slip-folding ol' the older t'oliation is commonplace.
The majority of lineations conform to the local B-‘XS. nhieh plunges gently to the
south-south-east, but other lineations are given in Hg. II. which illustratex’ that the
anomalous lineations plunging into the north—east and southwest quadrants are due
to the intersection of the original l'olizition S, and the penetrative slipAplanes $7,. The
axes of the slipvfolds are broadly eo-Lnial \xith the lineation L... but \how a tendency
to wing towards the regional If-aVis‘.

'l'he dill‘erent varieties of Slip-folds can be summarized 11% follows:
((1') Slip-folds developed from tlexural—slip folds.
(h) Slip-folds formed by nonotline slip on a plane. causing folding of the original

l‘oliation.
tr) Slip—folds in cross—cutting dykex and pegmtttites due to non—utline slip on the

l'oliation ol' the country rock.

Slip on intersecting plant .Vlll'ftlt't’h'xi'()llly two good examples ol‘ this type of
deformation were seen and it is significant that in hoth eases the rocks concerned are
pegmatites. The better of the two exposures occurs too miles uea‘bnorth—n'est of
Barenyiro hill where a large exfoliation pavement of pegmatite Rll‘xl\\\ closely-Spaced
plane fractures dipping steeply nestuards and intersecting at an angle of approximately
50 degrees. The fabric of the rock is lihrotm. the l'elspars being, up to one inch \xide
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and nine inches long. Museovite is distributed as minute (lakes on the fracture planes.
and (jtlilt'lA app‘urs to have become granulated. Such a fabric must have developed as:1 result ol~ simultaneous slip on the two intersecting surfaces. with extension of thefabric in the direction detined by the intersection of the 'two plnnes ('l'urncr. FMS.pp. ton-109.).

Some steeply plunging linczitions observed near the western eontuet ot' the uugengrunitoid gneiss south—west of Soit Nyiro may be due to 21 similar process, [ml theintersecting planes were not seen 21! this locality.

0 Lineations; L1
Q Lineatlons L}
U Pole-:5 to foliutlon 51
t9 Poles to [ENOUGH 5'}
W Fold axes

Fig. I27 Stereogruphie projection of structural data from the Leluulyuki river, four miles
south-west of Ngoriehe
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Many of the epidiorite dykes cutting the Basement System are foliated parallel to
the walls rather than parallel to the l'oliation of the host—rock. This condition exists
“here the dykes are sub-normal to the foliation of the host-rock. Where they are
orientated sub—parallel to the foliation they are commonly slip-folded with slip-planes
parallel to the local foliation. Many of the aplite dykes are poorly [oliated parallel to
their length. and show localized schistosity and textural changes due to deformation.

Most of the features described above ie. flexural—slip and slip-folding, transverse
slip-zones. deformation of plane dykes etc. are well exposed in the Lebanyuki river
northwest of ltaragoi. the exposures form part of a Zone of structural complexity
passing north-porth—n-‘estwards from Baragoi towards Kowop South. In the northern
part of the zone. three miles west of Ngoriche. a stream section exposes a [Melange
of hornblendic rocks containing tectonic lenticles of granite. Locally granite dykes cut
across the rue/(mgr. honmcr. indicating that most of the deformation preceded the
intrusion of the dylx'cs.

A uni/(mgr zone occurs also in the core of the l-{ileshu'a syn’cline. “here the rocks
are graphitic schists and marbles. and marble lenses and fragments are found as tectonic
inclusions in the contorted and broken graphitic schisls. A further zone of complex
structure extends approximately along the lower lamerok river. Here the hornblendic
rocks have no regular foliation and are cut by numerous small post—crystallization
fractures.

In two places small folds that ditl‘cr n‘arkedly from those already described were
observed. ln both cases the [olds are small. with a nave—length of about one foot, and
are about sub—vertical axes. A single lincation visible in these folds pas observed on
foliation surfaces to be folded about the vertical axes. No lineation parallel to the fold
axes was seen, 'lhcsc folds must be later than the main folding and of only local
significance. ’l hey may be due to local penetrative deformation.

(3) SrNtutsis oi BKSI‘A-H'Nl S‘.‘\ll:l\t Start ilzius

'l'o assist in the structural interpretation several hundred observations of the
orientation and nature of t'oliations. schistosities and lineations acre made. and the
data plotted for eomparatiyely small liclds of investigation on equal area stercographic
projections. It became apparent that the degree of structural homogeneity was moderate
to low on all scales in some areas and Very low to nonexistent in others. The low
degree of homogeneity is apparent in fig. l3 t! and I». which show that there is con-
side‘able variation in both lincation and i'oliation in the area as a whole. Nevertheless
plots of individual folds often show a moderate degree of monoclinic symmetry. stilli—
cient to enable the [old axis (B) to be determined statistically. and to show that in
almost every case the statistical maxima of lineations in such homogeneous areas are
,1—lln ‘ations by definition (Turner. I948, p. 198) and together define the regional B—axis
for the area as a whole. The attitude of I! (By) varies through an angle of approximately
50 degrees in the horiaontal and vertical planes. Although the symmetry of the
structures on the intermediate scale is often monoclinic the symmetry of the whole
area is slightly tricliuic. and is probably due to restriction applied to the deforming
rock pile from north or south or both. giving rise to the gentle undulation and curvature
of the B-axis.

The style of folding in a part of the area that has good homogeneity and mono—
clinic symmetry, i.c. the south-eastern part of the area. which includes the nose of the
broad north—westerly plunging Morilem syncline, is illustrated by a prolile in Fig. l5.
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Fig. 13—Stereographic equal area plots on the lower hemisphere of all lineations and
l‘uliulions observed in the Baragoi area. (a) 338 poles to folimion. (b) 415 lineations
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The structural data referring to this area are given in Fig. 14, uhieh indicates the
only moderate degree of structural homogeneity within parts of the Baragoi area. The
diagram suffices, however. to enable the statistical told axis B to be determined, and to
show that it is eo-axial with the maximum of lineation observations. The scatter of the
poles to foliation about the ideal great circle of the projection, which is marked by a
dashed line in the figure, is regarded as partly due to inhomogeneity of structure, partly
to lenticularity of beds, and partly to complications of structure such as the swell of
the l‘oliation about the l.uwamara granite.

O Lineations
OPoles to foliations
9 Fold axes

Fig. 14—Stereographie projection of poles to foliation, and lineution, in the south-eastern
part of the Baragoi area

The profile (Fig. 15), is a projection of the south-east corner of the map on 21 plane
normal to the B-axis. It gives a qualitative representation of tectonic style, and is
illustrative of the degree of lenticularity of the beds.
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(,"omplications of structure are invariably introduced wherever slip has taken place
on surfaces oblique to the principal foliation. Such slip—planes have caused slip-folding
about axes differing from the local B-axis. Zones of transposition of foliation have been
observed that have destroyed the local simple symmetry of the folding. as in the region
west and north—west of Ngoriche. The several factors that assist in modifying the
monoclinic symmetry of the folding may be summarized as follows:—

(11) The presence of independent oblique slip surfaces. which are probably due to
local variations in direction of movement during deformation.

(It) The lenticularity of the lithological units.
(cl Granitization. which facilitates the formation of oblique slip-planes. boudinage

structure and shearing parallel to the foliation.
(d) The variation in trend and plunge of the regional B-axis. which is caused by

factors mentioned above.

The axial planes of the megascopic folds are either vertical or (lip steeply towards
the west-south-west. west and west—north-west. On the assumption that the forces
producing the folding acted along lines approximately normal to the axial planes of the
folds, those forces must have acted on east—west lines. This generalized conclusion
accords with the stress picture deduced by Shackleton (I946. pp. 26-27) for the Nanyuki-
Maralal area to the south.

2. Tertiary and Quaternary Structures

The structures to be described were formed during the later Tertiary and Pleisto-
cene periods and were associated with the movements that formed the Gregory Rift
Valley. of which the Suguta valley is a part.

The volcanic rocks of the western part of the area have been folded into a gentle
monoclinc which was recognized by Shackleton (IQ-to. p. 46). who called it the Samburu
flexurc. West of longitude 36° 40’ E. the volcanic rocks dip at shallow angles to the
west. The dip increases till at the western margin of the area it varies from 25 to 30
degrees to the west-north-west.

Cutting across the volcanic rocks are numbers of normal faults the majority of
which downthrow to the east (see fig. 16. at end). that is. away from the Rift Valley.
The fault pattern is reminiscent of Sikes' grid (Sikes. W39. pp. 11-14: Baker. l958.
pp. 61-63). which is commonplace in the floor of the Rift Valley between Magadi and
the Kedong valley and elsewhere. The faults are particularly easily mapped on the
gently sloping Tirr Tirr plateau. where they form cscarpments. The number of faults
appear to decrease southwards and comparatively few were recognized by Shackleton
(1946). in the area north-west of the Karissia hills.

At the eastern margin of the Suguta valley there are a number of faults down-
throwing to the west ithe “rift" faults of the Suguta trough (Plate ll. fig. I). These
appear to be of the same age as the faults downthrowing to the east. but the amount of
throw is much greater. The broader zone of faults downthrowing to the east has a
different significance. The throw of the faults in the zone is small. of the order of 50
to 100 ft.. and all the faults trend a few degrees east of north. and are locally parallel
to the strike of the Basement System rocks. Elsewhere. however. they bear no relation—
ship to the Basement System structures; the post-Miocene faults follow the Basement
System strike where it is favourably orientated. but otherwise they cut across the older
structures. No prc-Fl’ertiary fractures that might have exerted a structural control over
the post—Miocene faulting were observed anywhere in the area.
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The sequence of post<Miocene tectonic events may be summarized as follows:following the eruption of the porphyritic basalts of the Samburu Series. the RumurutiPhonolites and the olivine and augite basalts. westerly tilting affected the volcanic areawest of the line Nanganyamonycn valleyr Nachola—Kowop. After a short period oferosion. which was probably contemporaneous with the tilting. the Tirr Tirr Series waserupted in the north. Slight north~westerly tilting folloxved and was accompanied bythe faulting. This phase of faulting is correlated with the faulting of the Lake Rudolfarea. which was regarded as middle—Pleistocene in age by Fuchs (l‘)39. p. 249).

The tectonic events of this section of the Rift Valley diti'er from those in areas
further to the south. Several periods of faulting. some of them pre—middle Pleistocene.have been recognized in the Gregory Rift Valley in the Magadi and Naivasha areas.but these did not occur in the Suguta trough. The Suguta rift faulting appears to beof the same age as the final major period of faulting that atl'ected the Rift Valley as awhole. i.e. the prc—Kamasian (middle Pleistocene) faulting. The late 'l‘ertiary and lower
Pleistocene history of the Suguta trough is. however. one of vulcanicity followed bydmvnwarping. whereas in the south it is of vulcanicity accompanied by faulting.

Several writers have perpetuated the misconception of von Hohnel (quoted inWillis. I930. pp. 386-287), that the Rift Valley disappears a little to the north of LakeBaringo (se‘ also Mason and Gibson. 1957. p. 321. Champion (I937. pp. l7l—l72) makesit clear. however. that he regards the Suguta trough as a part of the Rift Valley. andFuchs (I939. pp. 264-267) shows that middle-Pleistocene faulting is important in defin—ing the form of the Rudolf basin at least as far north as latitude t“ N.

VII—MINERAL DEPOSITS
1. History of Prospecting

Prospecting was carried out in the area by private individuals between late 1950and mid-1954. No more than four or five prospectors were operative. and most ofthem pegged claims in the Nachola area and attempted small-scale mining of the micapegmatites there \\ithout much success.

The chief factors that created ditliculties for the prospectors “ere labour shortages.the great distance to the nearest rail-head tltit) miles) and the poor condition of thefew roads. The Samburu of the area are not amious to undertake manual labour. andthe number of 'l'urkana uho are prepared to engage in mining is vcrv limited. TheAdministration is most reluctant to allow alien 'l'urkana to enter the area. for they dotheir utmost to sta} in the Samhuru area where gra/ing conditions are better than inTurkana. The only alternative. the importation of labour from Kym/a or elsewhere.requires the provision of transport. housing and food on a much more lavish scalethan would be necessary were local people employed.

Prospectors proposing to work in the Baragoi area require the consent of theProvincial Commissioner. Rift Valley Province. to prospect or mine in the SamhuruDistrict. and a permit to enter an "outlying district" from the District ( oinmissioncr.l‘vtaralal. in addition to the normal Prospecting licence issued by the Commissioner ofMines and (ieology. Nairobi.

The following table summarizes the prospecting activity in 1b.; area up to the end
of August. l‘)5(».
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Some slight impetus was given to prospecting when metallic ores obtained from
some of the Nachola pegmatites proved to be samarskite (a uranium mineral) andradioactive columbite. Beryl and chromite a-t Kangura were discovered at the sametime. bttt interest [lagged when it was realized that the pegmatitie ores are uneconomic.

2. Economic Minerals

(1) Mics

Mica is the only mineral recorded as having been mined in the area, and the claitnsWere all pegged in a comparatively small area bounded by a line through Soitonironand Nacltola hill, and the Baragoi river. ‘l‘he workings are generally small. and numer-ous small prospect pits on pegmatites were found during the survey. The mica-bearingpegmatites are generally the largest of the concordant zoned pegmatites so abundant
in the NachoIa-Kisima zone (p. 35). Little can be said of the nature of the mica inthese rocks. The old workings are largely overgrown and the faces have been strippedof mica and other minerals.

According to a departmental report made during the activity at Nachola the micaproduced was mainly green or clear spotted block mica of average size four by fourinches. Judging from the size of the splittings around the old workings this was the
maximum size of mica found. Much of the mica appears to have been fractured. and
this may well have been the main dilliculty in producing worth-while mica. in additionto ditliculties of transport and lack of skill on the part of the miners and cutters.

No estimate of the possible reserves of mica are possible owing to lack of data onthe mica content of the rock mined and the percentage of sheet mica recovered from
the crude material. No systematic pitting or trenching was carried out to prove thedistribution of workable mica. The mica deposits of the Nacltola area are sporadic in
occurrence. few of the many pcgmatites are zoned and. in the writer's opinion, it isunlikely that exploitation will ever be economically profitable. The deposits are not sogood as those of the Machakos area. where circumstances are more favourable.

An occurrence of mica that might possibly repay investigation was found in thegroup of pegmatites forming a low hill three and a half miles north-west of Koitokolhill. Here a number of branching pegmalites is well exposed containing books of clearmuscotite up to two inches in diameter and muscovite float is plentiful.
The pegmatitcs forming Soil Olbaycn hill are all‘cctcd by deformation and an_\mica occurring in them will be of poor quality.
P‘ecisc figures for the total mica production from the area are not obtainable. butare likely to be of the order of 3 ital-3.750 lb.

(2) Asutsms
'l‘wo claims on an asbestos deposit about three to four miles west of Ngoriche hillwere pegged by G. W. van dcr Merwe during 1952. This location was not found duringthe survey and nothing is known of its nature. No asbestos production is recordedfrom the claims.

Three other asbestos occurrences were found in the area, two by L. M. Bear(formerly a Government Geologist). and one by the writer. One deposit is situated halfa mile south of Soitoniron hill in an altered ultra—basic sill composed largely oftremolite-anthophyllite rocks. The anthophyllite asbestos vein is exposed in a trenchten feet long and two feet deep, and varies in width from 14 to 2% in. The asbestosis pale pink to milky white in colour. of the cross-fibre variety and of a short fibrelength. Impurities in the asbestos consist of powdery carbonates and would reduce itsvalue, The deposit is too small to be of economic significance.
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There is a further small occurrence in the Baragoi river about one mile west of

Baragoi. where the asbestos occurs as a narrow vein up to one and a half inches wide
in tremolite-anthophyllite rocks. The vein is composed mainly of cross-fibre asbestos
with locally a median parting containing slip fibre. lt grades laterally into mono-
mineralic actinolite rocks.

Asbestos occurs in two forms. as veins and pods. in a small ultra-basic intrusive

four miles north-east of Uass Aibarr hill. in the Kileshwa valley. The main vein is of
brittle long lihre anthophyllite and is up to 18 in. long and can be followed for 20 yd.
along the strike. Occurring near the main vein are several pod-shaped bodies of soft
white shorHibre asbestos with small amounts of tremolite as impurity. The pods reach

a size of 4 X 6 ft. on the surface and occur in brown fine-grained trcmolite-antho-
phyllite rocks. The asbestos of the main vein is too brittle to yield a satisfactory
product and the mass-fibre asbestos of the pods. although of fine white silky quality.
is of short lihre length. The deposit is not easily accessible and on present evidence
the reserves appear likely to be small.

The asbestos deposits are disappointing in view of the favourable geological eon-
(litions in the area. It might have been expected that some bodies of chrysotile would

have been formed in one or other of the altered ultra—basic masses as a result of
hydro-thermal alteration. in particular in the larger occurrences which are composed
largely of serpentine. but although asbestiform serpentine is common on the micro-
scopic scale no veins of economic size were seen during the survey.

(3) l\'1A(7NiESlTE

Magnesite veins occur in all the larger serpentine bodiesvat Kangura. Lawun.
Morilem. Nakwawi and Barcnyiro. Their association with serpentine is notable. no
magnesite being found in the tremolite-anthophyllite rocks associated with the
serpentine bodies.

In the largest of the Kangura intrusives the magnesite veins are confined to its
northern half. The majority of the veins are less than half an inch wide. and are
impersistcnt as regards length. width and orientation. The magnesite is of hard
pOI‘CCllLtl'ICOLlS variety and often contains relics of unreplaced serpentine. Much of it is

pale brown in colour. and reacts with cold hydrochloric acid. indicating a hiflh lime
content.

The eastern end of Morilem hill contains magncsltc veins up to six inches wide.
orientated north-west/south-cast. and spaced approximately it) to 15 yd. apart. The

magncsitc is discoloured and contains many inclusions.

On Nakwawi and Barenyiro the magnesite is very scattered and occurs locally

among the scrpentincs as narrow impersistent veins. often associated with trcmolitc or
tale. A few magnesitc veins up to one inch wide \iere found near the southern margin
of the serpentine three miles south-east of Ndcrentei.

Neither the width of the veins. nor the vein density among the best of the

magnesile deposits are sullicient to provide “orkablc quantities. The most promising
of the occurrences is that on Morilem hill. but even were the deposit much better it is

certain that the ore could not be economically transported to raiHiead l(i() miles away.

The price of magnesite in the raw unground state is variable. but ground material low
in silica. lime and sesquioxides would realize approximately Sh. 400. and calcined

magnesite approximately 9h. 550 to Sh. (300 in the United Kingdom.
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(4) CHROMITE
Chromite has been found in the Kangura serpentine and also in the serpentinethree miles south-east of Kangura. In the former locality it occurs as narrow smallveins near the Western margin of the body. The veins vary in width from a few inchesto a maximum of four feet. and the largest outcrops for only 20 ft. The total amountof chromite is estimated as no more than 200 tons. Samples from the largest vein havebeen assayed with the following results: 7

l 2 3

Cr .. .. .. .. 34-94 33-55 3099Fe .. .. .. .. l4-l8 1144 [7-32CrfiFe ratio .. .. .. 2'452l 2-93:| 180:1(CI‘303) .. .. .. (5066) (51-60) (4500)

1. . . .2. From the mam chromite vein. Kangura.
3. From block ol'chromite, 3 miles SE. of Kangura.

Analyst~l Furst. I7 5756.

The second occurrence is three miles south-east of Kangura. where a roundedblock of approximately 2 tons weight was found near the eastern edge of the serpentine.

For metallurgical grade chromite. consumers demand a minimum (1.0.. contentof 48 per cent and a chromium-iron ratio of at least 3: |. None of the samples analysedsatisfies this specification. although such material might be suitable for use as arefractory or in the chemical industry. The tonnage of ore in sight is. however. toosmall to justify working the deposits. and even if high-grade material “ere produced itwould be unprofitable to transport it to rail-head.

(5') TAH'
A further mineral occurring in association \\ith the altered ultra-basic intrusiverocks is tale. Many of the hydro-thermaliy altered trcmolite-actinolitc—anthophylliterocks carry minor quantities of talc. but rocks rich in talc occur only on the northernend of the l.olenyok ridge. one and a hall" miles southeast of the point \\ here the southHorr road crosses the northern boundary of the area. 'I he rocks are composed of talcand tremolite. the latter being asbcstit'orm and occurring as large columnar and radial-ing aggregates. Pure talc rocks occur only as small pockets and lenses a few inchesacross.

'l'alc also occurs in talc—tremoiitc \cins on Naknaui hill and in the abundant talc-chlorite slips of the southern part of the Katgura intrusiyc. in these occurrences thetale is too scattered and impure to be of economic \alue

(6) Cover]:

A small copper occurrence was found by L. M. Bear (former Government(Ecologist) in the vicinity of Nachola. No further copper occurrences were observedby the writer during the survey except the occurrence of malachite staining in thecalcite tillings of vesicles in porphyritie basalt in the Barugoi river six miles north ofLogorgor.
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Hit: Nachola copper prospect occurs live and a half miles duc west of Baragoi

about a quarter of a mile south of the Nachola motor-track. and is exposed in two
trenches dug ten feet apart to a depth of six fee. The trenches reveal a negligible
amount of malachite staining associated with a thin vein of limonite. The hornblende
gneisses of the trench walls are patchily impregnated with malachite.

A float block of hornblende gnciss veined with limonitc and malachite was found
one and a half miles south-east of Baragoi.

The survey has revealed no copper mineralization of note in the area. and the
occurrences described above are localized and of a type common in the Basement

System elsewhere. They are not economic and are not usually indicative of the possi—
bility of concealed copper bodies.

(7) BtruniNo—sroNia AND SAND

A quarry for building—stone is being worked by the Consolata Mission at Baragoi
by the roadside at the descent from the Lopet plateau three miles north-west of Tipaku.
The stone is a pale greenish grey tull‘ with small lava and pumice fragments in a fine-
grained compact pyroclastic matrix. The bed in which the stone occurs rests directly
on the Basement System and occurs at the base of the Rumuruti l’honolites. It is
approximately 16 ft. thick. unbeddcd and with widely spaced polygonal joints in the
centre and more closely spaced joints at the upper surface. which forms an erosional
platform up to 1t yd. wide. The upper two or three feet of the tulf are too weathered
and rotten to be of any use and at a depth of five feet the rock is rather massive and
too hard to work easily. It is the toll between two and five feet below the upper surface
of the bed that is generally used. This tutf extends along the north front of the
phonolite plateau and, although it becomes locally rcddened and agglomeratic, there is

an abundance of stone to satisfy the needs of the area for a long time. Tests indicate
that the hill is slightly radio-active. probably owing to the presence of monazite.

'l he serpentine three miles south-east of Nderentei occurs as a massive outcrop of
homogeneous pale grey rock of attractive appearance. It is perhaps a little more diffi—
cult to trim than the tuft. but would probably provide a building—stone of pleasant

appearance and great strength.

Sand for building purposes is available in abundance in the many rivers of the
:u":1.

Limestone for lime-burning is obtainable from the white marble outcrops one and
a half miles south-east of Baragoi.

(S) GRAPHITE

Limestones. quartzites and graphite schists occur together in the nose of the Gurika
anticline north of Adawacheke and in the Kileshwa valley. Quartz-graphite schists
occur between two marble beds and are associated with quartz schists, hornblende-
biotitc schists and tine—grained quartzo-felspathic rocks. The graphite schists are inter—
laminated with these rock types. but the succession cannot be precisely determined
owing to the etl'cets of shear and poor exposure. It was estimated that the lower.
eastern part of the schist sequence contains a total thickness of approximately 50 ft.
of graphitic beds in an overall thickness of 300 ft. The structure of the schists in the
Kileshwa valley is exceedingly complex: hornblendie and biotite schists with tectonic
inclusions of marble occur and the core of the small syncline is. in effect. a zone of
JIM/(Inge.
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The quartz-graphite schists are of fine grainithe graphite tlakes are generally no
larger than one millimetre and are interleaved with muscovite. The gauge minerals are
quartz. opal and muscovitc. The proportion of graphite is high. as indicated by the
tollowing percentages obtained by ignition of the [‘OClySZ'

S/n't‘inir'n mun/tor Loss on ignition

27 265 10.08
37/266 22.54

Anal: .1. l-‘urst. 10.5.56.
The small si/c ot. the graphite Hake reduces its value. and the remoteness of the

deposit and the difficulty of obtaining an adequate supply of water for treatment
probably render this deposit uneconomic. in spite of its size and high graphite content.

it is ol,’ interest to note that this graphite occurrence is on the same line of strike
as others mapped further south by Shackleton (1946). There is reason to suppose that
other graphite occurrences will be found in this zone mapped as "pelitie gneisscs and
sehfsis“ by Shackleton. and which appears to be the same as the Ciiirika—l,.tt\\'a Lakairap
graniloid gneiss and associated migmatitcs.

(0t RADIO-ACTIVI? Mt R.\l 5

Since the beginning of prt'ispecting in thc Nachola area in 1950 small samples of
radio—active minerals have been produced from pcgmatites. These have been identitied
as samai‘skitc. low—grade pitchblcndc. radio—active columbite. euxenite (8 per cent
eUMOJ. and monazite ta thorium mineral). Some of these. probably samarskitc, were
anahsed and showed the following percentages of uranium oxide (UMOJ—026, 13.20
and 11,53.

These minerals occur sporadically in the pegmatites in various part of the Base-
ment System. and. so far as is known to the writer no economic occurrence of these
minerals in pegmatites has been found anywhere in the world. A small production of
uraninite is obtained. however. from mica pegmatites in the Uluguru mountains ot
Tanganyika

The writer conducted a rapid search with a Geiger—Muller counter to try to find
additional radio-active occurrences. without success. Several localities said to be radio
active were visited without obtaining any significant anomaly. and it must be concluded
that the radio-active minerals occur mainly as isolated crystals or groups of crystals in
pegmatites. and were obtained mostly during the period of mica mining in the area.
Such occurrences are not economic and are no indication of an area of valuable
uranium mineralization. It would be unwise to rule out the possibility of an economic
uranifcrous deposit being found in the area, but the occurrence of such a deposit seems
highly improbable to the writer.

(10) BERYL
A small amount of beryl has been recovered from the pegmatites at Nachola. andit is recorded that one ton valued at £50 was sold in 1952 (Annual Report for 1953.Mines and Geological Department. p. 5). it is reputed that. in fact. some five tons was

produced and sold in East Africa. The beryl is a blue variety and of attractive appear-
ance.

3. W'ater-supply

(l) Bomz-HoLizs
Two bore-holes have been drilled in the area, and a third is also mentioned here

as it is close to the southern boundary of the area. The three boreholes are:—C 1613—by the side of the lopurr river about 6 miles north—north—west of Kowop: (7 1553*
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half a mile west of the road on the Lopet plateau; and C 1639-» by the road on the
Lopet plateau about half a mile south of the southern boundary of the area. Informa—
tion supplied by the Hydraulic Branch of the Ministry of Works relating to the bore—
holes is tabulated below:—

(7‘ [6/3 C [553 (' [639
Depth (feet) . . . . . . . . 395 445 335
Water struck at . . . . . . 225 230 227
Water rest-level . . . . . . 214 195 198
Yield (gallons/24 hrs.) . . .. 16.800 3.600 22.800
Date of completion .. .. .. 24.11.51 10.10.51 11.1.52

There appears to be no reason why the yield of the two bore—holes drilled through
the Lopet phonolites should be so dill'erent. Both probably tap aquifers in the gritty or
tufl'aceous sub-volcanic sediments.

Analyses of water from two of the bore—holes are:

C 1613 C 1553
parts parts

per 100.000 per 100.000

ALKALINITY (CaC03)

l
l

l
l

l1
lCarbonate .. .. . . .. ‘ 44-8 j 23-5

Bicarbonate . . . . .. 1 nil t nil
AMMONIA ,

Saline .. .. ,. .. 0-048 0-005
Albumen , . . . . . . . trace trace
C1 .. .. .. .. .. 27 23-1
804.. .. .. .. .. 95 119-4
N03. . . . . . . . . . present trace
N03. . . . . . . . . . present trace
(‘a .. .. .. .. .. 35-3 43-8
Mg ' 5-3 5-2
FC . . . . 0-025 0-014
Total hardness . . . . : 2-8 2-8
Total solids .. .. .. 1 245-0 257-5

Ftp.p.m.) 4-0 l 2-7

Analyst G overn ment Chemist.

It is seen that the waters contain a small concentration of sulphates in solution. and
moderate amounts of fluorine.

All three bore-holes are equipped with reeiproeating pumps. resenoir tanks and
cattle-troughs and protide the only absolutely reliable supply of water in the area.

(21 Dots

Simple earth dams lune been eonstrueted in several places on the El Barta plains.
'l‘hcse. roughly in order of 51/4: and storage capacity. are called lamerok. Barentiro.
(ielai. 'l'angar and Segera. The dam walls are usually about 15 ft. high or a 151t less.
the spillway being approximately three feet below the tops of the nails. The most
successful dams are lamerok and Barent-‘iro. both of which usually contain water for
at least one month after the long rains. and. in exceptional years. may not dry up. for
several months. All the dams sutl‘er from silting up owing to the rapid run~oll from
their catchment areas and most eould now be deepened with advantage.
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(3) NATURAL PANS. WELLS AND SPRINGS
Natural pans occur at l.ol<ongori. Nderentei. three miles north—west of Gelai.lldebessare. three miles south-west of Baragoi. and one and a half miles north-west ofBaragoi. All these have been enlarged. and low walls built around the lower marginsso as to increase storage capacity. Other small natural pans occur in areas of imperme—able soil. Several occur on the Lopet plateau and elsewhere on the phonolite outcrop.and there is one at Noyarot on the 'l'irr Tirr plateau. The water is short—lived due tothe small capacity of pans. which do not contribute significantly to the water—supplyof the area as a whole.
The principal sources of water in the area are wells. scepages and springs in thesandy beds of rivers. The Turkana in particular are skilful at locating water in thebeds ol‘ sand—rivers. and frequently dig to depths ot‘ up to 15 ft. to obtain it. Theprincipal source of water in this respect is the Baragoi river. the bed of which containswater (lllwnhll'CHHT from Baragoi. The main well sites are near Baragoi. north—west ofNachola and sporadically further downstream. Secpages are common in the lowerreaches of the river wherever hard impervious rocks floor the river—bed. There is animportant deep well at Lokuto in the Lopurr river, at a point where a granite dykecrosses the river. Further downstream seepages occur in the bed of the Akangbelairiver west of the Emuru Akirim plateau. and wells dug here supply the Turkana whograze their cattle on the east side of Tirr Tirr and on the west of Emuru Akirim.
Owing to the fractured nature of the olivine basalts of the Ayena Aturkan drain-age water points on them are few. The only perennial seepages and wells are at EchuaEtom and Rough. on the important cattle and camel track linking the Baragoi areawith the Suguta valley. This track is the only route regularly used by the 'l‘urkana inbringing stock from Suguta or beyond. most other routes being too rough for camels.Further south secpages occur in the Nanganyamonycn river and along a fault on oneof its right bank tributaries. the Logobuk. In the Lakwarsignen valley. north ofNaramarsiro, one group of Wells supplies the 'l‘urkana who graLe their stock on theNaramarsiro plateau, in Nagoriagwen. and on the Emuru Asarit hills.
At the base of the escarpment on the east side ol‘ the Suguta valley are a numberof slightly saline seepages. such as those at Kanganya. Further north there is a hotsaline spring at Elboitong. but it is reported to be too hot and saline to be of use.The Suguta river itself is reported to be too saline for use during the dry season. butthe 'l‘urkana use it when it is more potable during the rains.
On the Basement System outcrop in the eastern part of the area water is dillicultto find in the sand—rivers except in those draining the western slopes of the Museirange. An excellent watering point occurs at Lesirikan. where the river is partlydammed by a resistant pegmatitic gneiss. Wells dug into the bouldery gravels behindthe barrier yield abundant water of good quality. At Lare Odo in the Kileshwa riverthere are wells and seepages. but they are often filled with black oily stagnant water.In the lower reaches of the Kileshwa and Satehati rivers no water is obtainable andthe low ground in the north-east part of the area is rarely used for grazing for thisreason.
In the south-east of the area water is obtainable in the Masegeta river at thecontact of the l.uwamara granite. Some wells are dug in the lower Lanana river butare liable to be dry in seasons of poor rainfall. The water—supply situation in thisdistrict is poor except about the Lgerei gap between the Matthews range and thesouthern end of the Musei mountains, a region outside the present area.

(4) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The water-supply situation of the area as a whole is one of difficulty. but not moreso than in other outlying parts of Kenya with a semiarid climate. The position mustbe VlCWCd in relation to the grazing requirements of the Turkana and Samburu, andis intimately connected with grazing control, the de-stoeking policy of the District
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Administration and the incidence or likelihood of soil erosion. The Administration has
already done a great deal to improve water facilities for the Samburu, who use the

comparatively rich grazing of the El Barta plains. The policy followed appears to have
been to provide enough water to allow the plains to be grazed evenly, by the provision
of scattered dams. There can be no question, however. that there is a serious danger of
overgrazing on the plains. Sheet erosion has already begun over a wide area; top soil

is now largely deposited in the fiat-bottomed shallow valleys. and these are in process
of active excavation in the middle sections of the stream courses. Were it not for the
ubiquitous closely spaced “sage“ bushes. which help to bind the soil. the situation
would already be much worse. Trampling by cattle, and the fact that the grass is often
not allowed to seed. has developed areas of patchy grass separated by areas of gritty

soil. The Administration is well aware of these diiliculties and controlled grazing is
enforced. Some de~stocking by means of monthly cattle sales takes place. but these

measures are not sufficient. either to reduce the numbers of cattle in the area. or to
cll‘ect much reduction of the rate of deterioration in grazing.

There are areas of grazing that are perhaps not fully utilized at present. and which
could be used if additional water-supplies were provided. 11 was the writer‘s impression

that there is much fair to good grazing in the western part of the area that is not fully
utilized by the 'l‘urkana owing to the roughness of the country and the distance to
water.

The high ground west of the Nagoriagwen valley. on the Naramarsiro, Emuru
Asarit and Emuru Abenyo hills. on the ridges west of Logorgor and on the Napung
ridge supports a good if patchy growth of grass after the rains. On the ridges of the
dissected country around Echtia Etom springs there is also much grass. The Turkana
herd numbers of goats and sheep in these areas. but comparatively few cattle. The

country is unquestionably rather hill) and rocky for cattle. but not impossibly so. lt
would be extremely diflicult to provide additional water-points in the volcanic area. for
it does not lend itself to dam construction and there are few places where pans could
be improved. Moreover it is diliicult of access: it would involve costly road construc-
tion to allow any machinery. tractors. etc.. to enter. A certain amount could be done.

however. to construct artilicial pans or tanks for the storage of rain—water.

The township of Barngoi obtains its water from wells in the Baragoi river and
these wells almost dry up in the dry seasons. Since the township now contains a native

hospital. a mission and a school. a more satisfactory “ateixsupply is dcsirable. A bore-

hole drillcd on the flat ground by the river near the Desert Locust Control bait—store
would probably strike water at moderate depth. The geological conditions are not such.

however to make it possible to predict what the outcome of drilling would be. beyond
stating that the prospects for a bore—hole at this site are moderately faxv'ourablc.

It is recommended that any building erected in the area in future should be pro-
vided with a rain-water tank.

A further development of value would be the construction of a dam on the upper
Kolowaton river, south of Sartim hill. This would serve an area poorly provided with
water at present.

4. Economic Possibilities of the Area

No economic mineral deposit has been discovered that can be profitably exploited
at the present time. Such mineral occurrences as have been noted must be viewed
against a background of heavy transport costs of the order of Sh. liStl per tonfmile.

which amounts to a cost of Sh. lit) per ton to transport from Baragoi to rail—head at
'l homson's lialls. mo miles to the south. This factor rules out all ores that are worth
less than Sh. 300 to Sh. 400 per ton and which are not easily won and milled to market-
able grade. It follows that the only ores that can be mined in the area must be of
considerable value. or deposits so large as to justify an extension of the transport
system to allow them to be exploited economically for a prolonged period.
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